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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS. 

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS. 

Metric. E ngliBh . 

Symbol. I--------------------~------II----------------~-----------I 

Unit. Symbol. Unit. Symbol. 

Length . . . meter ..................... . m. foot (or mile) ...... .... . ft. (or mi. ). 
Time . . .. . t 

F 
second ..... ...... .. .... .... sec. second (or hour) .. ... ,. sec. (or hr.). 

Force ... . weight of one kilogram ..... '1 kg. weight of one pound .... lb. 

I 
Power... P kg.m/sec ................... '1""""" 
Speed ... ... " . . . . .. m/sec . ................. . ... m. p. s. 

horsepower ........ "" .. IP 
mifhr .............. .. ... M. P. H. 

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 

Weight, W=mg. 
Standard acceleration of gravity, 

g = 9.80Gmjsec.2 = 32. 172ft/sec.2 

Mass m= 1V , 9 
Density (mass per umt volume), p 

Standard density of dry IUT, 0.1247 (kg.-m.
sec.) at 15.6°C. and 760 mm. =0.00237 Ob.
ft.-sec.) 

Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.223 kg/m.! 
=0.07635 lb/ft. l 

Moment of inertia, mle2 (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyrati.on, le, by proper subscript), 

Area, S; wing area, Sw, etc. 
Gap,G 
Span, b; chord length, e. 
Aspect ratio = ble 
Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge,!. 
Coefficient of viscosity, p.. 

3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS. 

True airspeed, TT 
1 

Dynamic (or impact) pressure, q="2 p p 

L 
Lift, L; absolute coefficient (l= qS 

D 
Drag, D; absolute coefficient Cn = I.'i" 

<J.D. 
Cross-wind force, C; absolute coefficient 

C 
Cc = qS' 

Resultant force, R 
(N ote that these coefficients are twice as 

large as the old coefficients Le , Dc.) 
;Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 

line), i., 
Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 

thrust line it 

Dihedral angle, 'Y 

Reynolds Number = p Vl, where l is a linear di
p. 

menSlOn. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 mi/hr., 

normal pres ' ure, O°C: 255,000 and at 15.6°C, 
230,000; 

or for a model of 10 cm. chord, 40 m/sec., 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270 .000. 

Center of pressure coeiIicient (ratio of distance 
of C. P. from leading edge to chord length), 
Cpo 

.Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
lower wing. (it-iw) ={3 

Angle of attack, a 
Angle of downwash, f 
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REPORT No. 198 

ASTRONOMICAL METHODS IN AERIAL NAVIGATION 
By K. HILDI 0 BEIJ 

I. SUMMARY 

Thi report wa prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments ection of the Bureau of tand
ards, at the request of the ational Advi ory Committee for Aeronauties. A part of the 
material wa made available by the ourtesy of the War Department, from the result of inye -
tigation carried out at the Bureau of tandard for the Army Air ervice. 

The a tronomical method of determinincr position i uniyersally used in marine navigation 
and may also be of ervic in aerial navigation. The practical application of the method, 
however, must be modified and adaptcd to conform to the requirement of aviation. Much 
of this work of adaptation ha already been accomplished, but, being scattered through various 
t chnical journal in a number of languages is not readily available. Thi report i for the 
purpo e of collecting under one cover uch previou work a appear to be of value to the aerial 
navigator, comparing in truments and method, indicating the best practice, and ugge ting 
futUre developments. 

The variou methods of determining po ition and their application and value are outlined, 
and a brie:f resume of the theory of the a tronomical method is given. Ob en'ation instru
ments are described in detail. A complete di cus ion of the reduction of ob ervations follows, 
including a rapid method of finding position from the al titude of two stars. Maps and map 
ca es are briefly considered. A bibliography of the subject is appended. 

II. INTRODUCTION 

avign.tion is that science or art by mean of which ship and aircraft are guided or con
ducted by the most convenient route from one point to another on the earth's ·urface. In 
practice the navigator makes use of a number of different methods which enable him to follow 
hi cour e anel to determine his geographical po ition from time to time during the progress of 
the journey. U fir I, navigation con isteel imply of piloting; and this method i till u eel 
whenever pos ible. In piloting the cour e i followed and position is determined by reference 
to distinctive landmarks, which are u ually identified with the aid of a map or chart. When 
thi method fails , the navigator re orts to d ad reckoning. This consi ts in deducing the 
position at any time, and consequently the cour e to be pursued, from a record of the direction 
and rate of travel of the ship or aircraft from the known point of departure. The position as 
found by dead reckoning i alw'ays ubject to error due to the effects of ocean currents and 
winds and to the inaccuracie of the instruments which mea ure the speed or indicate direction. 
Occasionally these errors may be so great that the dead re leoning po ition i entirely unre
liable ; and this i especially 0 in the ca e of ae rial navigation, ince frequently the direction 
and strength of the wind at the altitude of the aircraft are unknown. In such ca e , or when
ever a check on the dead-reckoning position is de irable, position may be determined by astro
nomical observations or by radio bearings. 

When the first airplane and air hips had demon trated that £light was practicable, the 
po ibilities of traver ing great distance over land or sea by aircraft began to be con idercd. 
Marine navigation wa already a highly developed science. It methods, through centuries 
of use, had been 'implified, refined and well adapted to their purpose. It in truments for 
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observation, by numerous invenliions and the ever-increasing kill of inslirument maker, had 
been brought to a high state of perfection. Naturally the e methods and instruments were 
borrowed, with but fow changes, by the pioneers in aerial naviO'ation. Howevor, it was soon 
apparent that, while the fundamental principles of marine navigation could be adopLed, more 
or les radical change were necessary in the practical application of those principles to the 
navigation of the air. 

The navigator is confronted in the air by conditions similar in nature to those encountered 
at sea, but differing greatly in the effect which they produce. Tho tides and currents of th 
seas have been charted with con iderable accuracy; the urIace winds have been carefully 
studied, and the general law governing their behavior have been made known. Thus the 
mariner can usually make proper allowance for the action of ocean CUTrents and wind, and hi 
dead-reckoning position i eldom greatly in error. ince the sp ed of ships is relatively mall, 
only occasional check on the dead reckoning are necessary. Therefore a tronomical ob erva
tions are made only in the daytime when the horizon i vi ibIe, and radio bearing arc u cd 
chiefly near the coast, if at all. On the other hand, the winds of the upper atmo phere arc 
almost unknown and can not be charted a ocean currents are. Furthermore, the peed of the 
wind may be quite great compared with that of the aircraft and thu may have a very con iderable 
effect. The strength and direction of the wind must be known if the navigator is Lo make usc of 
dead reckoning. Usually th e factors mu t be determined from the aircraft, and Lhi i a 
matter of considerable diiHculty. Often, at night or when the surface of th earth is obscured 
by fog or clouds, it i impossible. Dead reckoning, while valuable and nece sary, mu t always 
be a more or less uncertain method. For thi reason, and because of the great speed of air
craft, po ition must be determined by a tronomical 01' radio method at frequent intervals both 
during the night and the day. Fortunately great accmacy i not requircd. Thore arc no 
dangerou rock or shoals to avoid and, even if the objective is mi cd by .a few mile ,thi will 
mean but a few minutes of extra flying. In the exceptional case, whore the aircraft mu t arri,e 
exactly at a given point, the radio compass will probably furni h a practical olution of the 
problem. 

Aerial navigation is still in its infancy. Piloting is the only method in everyday u e. Dead 
reckoning is very seldom employed; and astronomical observation or radio bearing ha,e been 
attempted only in a few isolated cases, and then u ually for experimental pmpo es rather than 
as practical aids to navigation. This apparent lack of progl'e i due chieHy to the bct haL 
aviation is not as yet of any real economic importance in the field of transportation and con
sequently there is no great demand for navigation. Practically all tbe advance which ha been 
niade was accomplished with a view toward developing aircraft as instruments 01 war. Also 
there are several out tanding problems which mu t be solved belore aerial navigation in the 
scientific sense can become possible. For example, a ufficiently aCCUl'ate means lor indicating 
the vertical is wanting; no really satisfactory ground speed indicator is avaiJable; and instru
ments to aid in landing in fog have not yet been developed. 

Aerial transportation on a commerieal basi will undoubtedly become general wiLhin the near 
[utme. It is important, therefore, that as much as possible of the necessary development work 
be accomplished so that when the demand come uitable methods and instrument for navigat
ing will be available. In the application o[ the general principle of navigation, certain demand 
must be fulfilled. The methods must be simple and direeL, requiring a minimum expencliture 
of time and labor. All instruments mu t be simple in design, rugged in construction, and con
venient in operation. Although the accuracy of marine navigation need not be approached, 
results must be reliable within the limits of error which may be adopted. 

ince dead reckoning is very uncertain, often failing entirely, other methods for determin
ing position arc of far more importance Lhan in marine navigation. For short trips over familiar 
country which has been well mapped great reliance can he placed on piloting. On ]ollg [light 
over the sea or over land deficient in distinctive landmark or obscured by fog or cloud, and 
territorie relatively unknown which are mapped either poorly or not at all, piloting is impo -
sible. Gyro copic apparatus to indicate latitude and longitude ha been ugge ted, but because 
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of almost insuperable mechanical difficulties, no satisfactory instrument has as yet been con
structed. Position may be found by measurements of the strength and direction of the earth's 
magnetic field. 1 The m thod, however, is of little value in that it presents considerable instru
mental difficulties and the result obtained are not ufficientlyaccurate. Astronomical position 
determination as practiced at sea and the recent method of radio bearing seem to be the only 
practical methods. 

At present the radio diJ:ection finder appears to be the more promising. However, the 
method is subject to errors which may arise from distortion due to the electrical ystem and 
the metallic parts of the ship, from po sible deviations of the electromagnetic waves from their 
theoretical great circle paths,2 and from disturbances due to tatic and strays. This method 
is also limited considerably in practice, for if it i to be u ed to any great extent it must be 
possible for any aircraft to get in touch with at least two ground stations at frequent intervals. 
This requires a rather large number of sending tations scattered over the earth, with a personnel 
on continuous duty. While this may be pos ible in the future, at present it is not the fact, 
and therefore it is only under very limited condition, both as to time and place, that a radio 
fa: can be obtained. 

Thus there is a considerable field for the astronomical method. When there are no radio 
sending stations in range, or in time of war when it might be impos ible to rely on the radio 
direction finder, the astronomical method is the only ODe possible. Furthermore, it may be 
used to check the results of the radio or to enable the naviO'ator to get a complete fix when only 
one sending tation is in range, by combininO' the radio position line with an astronomical 
position line. Also it may supplement the radio direction finder in case the aircraft's receiving 
set should get out of order. 

For the purpo es of ail' navigation the astronomical method offers further advantages. 
Its theory and practice have been studied by mariners for many year and have been reduced 
to a science. While in many ca es radical de:partures are necessary, much of the material, 
uch as tables and map, is available for immediate use, or requires only sliO'ht modification 

or simplification. The method may be used by day or by night, whenever the heavens are 
visible. Its practical application is imple, and results can be obtained in a very few minutes. 
The limitations of the method restrict its use to some extent, but otherwise do not reduce its 
value. Elevated clouds, when covering the greater part of the sky, will, of cour e, preclude 
any observations. A more serious defect lie in the fact that in general only the sun is visible 
during the daytime and a complete determination of position can not be made. Instrumental 

_ difficulties, such as that presented by the artificial horizon, are considerable; but it is reasonable 
to suppose that these limitations will be removed in the near future. 

III. T H E ORY 

A brief outline only of the theory of determining position by a tronomical observation 
will be given here. For a detailed exposition of the ubject any standard reference or text 
book on navigation may be consulted. 

The earth' urface and the heaven may be con idered a two concentric pherical urface 
rotating with respect to each other, the heaven being at an infinite distance from the center. 
The relative position of the earth and heaven i determined by the time of day and the day 
of the year. The axi of rotation, passinO' through the earth's pole, meets the cele tial sphere 
at the celestial pole ; and the plane of the earth's equator intersect the celestial sphere in the 
cele tial equator. Planes pa sing through the poles intersect the sphere in great circle, which 
are called meridian. Similarly planes parallel to the equatorial plane determine small circle, 
known a parallels. 

The location of any point on the ' al'th's surface i 
longitud. La.titude is the angular distance north 

peci fieel by the coordinates of latitudE' and 
or outh of the Equator mea ured on a 

1 lIIustrierteAeronaulische Mitteilungen, Vol. XIII, 0.22, No". 3,1909. "Magnetiscbe Ort bestimmung im Dallon," by Doctor Bidlingmaier . 
2 Dureau of Standat'ds Scientific Paper No. 353. "Variation in Direction of Propagation of Long Electro-Magnetic Waves," by Lieut. Com

mander A. lIoyt Taylor, U . S. N. R . F 
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meridian in angular units from zero at the Equator to 90° at the pole. orth latitude are 
reckoned as po itive and south latitude negative. Longitude i the angular di tance along the 
Equator ell. t or we t of an arbitrary meridian measured in angular units 01' unit of time from 
zero to 1 0° or zero to 12 hour, and po itive or negative according to whether it is we tor ea t. 
The arbitrary meridian commonly u ed i that of Greenwich. Longitudes may a1 0 be mea ured 
by the angle at the pole between the meridian , the zero meridian being that of Greenwich. 

e.vera1 y tern of coordinate are used in locating tar on the cele tial phere. In one 
system declination and right ascen ion are u ed, declination on the celestial sphere being 
measUl'ed exactly as latitude are mea ured on the earth. Right a cen ion corre pond to 
longitude but is mea ured ea tward from n.n arbitrary zero, the fir t point of Arie , through the 
full circle of 360°, or 24 hours. If the prime meridian be taken a pas ina thro ugh the ob erver's 
zenith, right asc n ion i replac d by hour angle and a second y tern i obtained in which the 
coordinate are declination anel hour angle. Again we may substitute the observ r's zenith 
and nadir for the pole and his horizon for the equator, thus obtaining the coordinates of altitude 
and azimuth, respectively. Other ystem arc also employed but arc not important for the 
purpo e of navigation. It will be noticed that of the coordinate system mentioned, the fir t 

FIG. l.- Tbe astronomica l triangle FIG . 2.-C irclos of equal altitude 

is entirely independent of the po ition of the ob erver, while the econd i partly and the third 
wholly dependent on hi po ition. 

A traight line from any tar to the center of the earth 'will meet the earth' urface in a 
point called the geographical po i tion of the tar. If the tar's declination and right a cension 
and the time arc Imown, thi ub tellar point can be located in terms of latitude and longitude. 
The problem of the navigator con ists in finding his geographical coordinate by locating 
himself with reference to the geographical po ition of one or more tal' . 

In Figure 1, which i a repre entation of a portion of the earth's surface, P is the pole, Z is the 
po ition of the observer, and i the geographical po ition of the star. The e points form the 
vertice of a spherical triangle ZPS which i known as the "a tronomical triangle." It is 
evident by inspection that in thi triangle the ide PS is equal to the co-declination, or polar 
di tance, of the tar. Similarly Z is the co-altitude, 01' zenith distance, of the tar, and PZ i 
the co-latitude of the observer. The angle at P i the hour angle, and the angle at Z i the 
azimuth of the tar. The angle at is called the parallactic or po ition angle. 

If the navigator can olve this astronomical triangle, he will be able to find his latitude and 
longitude. H e mu t determine the ide PZ from which is derived the latitud , and the hour 
angle- P , which combined with the right a cen ion of the star will give the longitude. ince 
the time i lmown, the right ascen ion and declination of the tar may be found from the autical 
Almanac, and thus the side P i determined. Then, if the altitude and azimuth of the star 
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can be measur~d, two sides and an angle of the triangle will be known, from which the de ired 
parts can be computed. 

The altitude (or zenith di tance) is readily measured, but 0 far no practical means have been 
devised whereby the azimuth may be observed with the required accmacy. ince the altitud 
alone does not give sufficient data for the solution of the astronomical triangle, th - latitude and 
longitude of the ob erver can not be determined directly. It is po ible, however, to lay down 
a line on the chart on which hi po. ition mu t be. If the altitudes of two star can be observed 
simultaneou ly, or nearly 0, two uch lines can be fOlmd and their point of inter ection will 
be the observer' position. 'rhls method, discovered by Sumner and later implified by Marcq 

t. Hilaire, i universally u cd in the practice of navigation at ca. 
Referring to Figme 2, i the geographical po ition of a star at a given time. If the 

observer were at S, at thi in tant of time he would ee th star in hi zenith. ince for all 
practical purpo es the tar is at an infinite di tance, an observer at an angular eli tance Z 
from S would see the tar at an angular di tance Z from his zenith. The loci of point equi
distant from S, which are likewi e the loci of the point at which the tar app aI'S at the arne 
zenith distance (or altitude), are circle which arc known as circle of equal altitude. Having 
mea med the altitude of a star and knowing it geographical po ition, the navigator can find 
the circle of equal altitude upon who e circumference he mu t be ituated. From the simul
taneou ob ervation of a second star, he can determine a second circle which also pa es through 
his position. The inter ection of the two i his po ition. While in general there are two inter-
ections, one of these can be eliminated, ince the navigator alway has an approximate location 

of hi position. 
In pracLice, the approximate position being known, it i never necessary Lo determine the 

whole of a circle of equal altitude. As the radius of the circle is u ually very large, the small 
arc required may be replaced by a traight line without appreciable error. This line i calleel 
a line of position or the umner line. The three common methods for finding the Sumner 
line arc known as the chord, th tangent, and the Marcq St. Hilaire method. 

By the chord method two value of the latitude (or longitude) are a sumed. The astronom
ical triangle is then solved for the corre ponding longitude (or latitudes). In Lhis way two 
points are determined, and the line joining them is the required umner line. 

In applying the tanO'ent method, a ingle latitude (or longitude) is assumed and the corre
ponding longitude (or latitude) and also th~ azimuth are computed. A line perpendicular to 

the azimuth through the point thus determined i the SlllUner line. 
The Marcq St. Hilaire method i more general than either of the foregoing and ha almost 

entirely superseded them. In u ing thi method, a position, generally that found by dead 
reckoning, i a sumed. The altitude and azimuth of the star as they would have been at thi 
po ition at the in tant of ob ervation are computed. The a umed position is laid down on 
the map and a line drawn through thi point in the direction of the computed azimuth. The 

umner line is perpendicular to this line and at a di tance in nautical mile equal to the difference 
between observed and computed altitudes (in minutes 0-£ arc) -£rom the assumed point. Thi 
distance is laid off toward or away from the substellar point according a the ob orved altitude is 
greater or les than the computed altitude. 

Theoretically it i possible to determine po ition line in variou other ways. From the 
azimuth of a star a line of equal azimuth may be found, but since the azimuth can not be mea -
ured with sufficient accuracy, this is of little value to the navigator. It would b comparatively 

. simple to measme the difference in azimuth between two tar. This method is impracticable 
because of the difficulties presented in the computation of the position line. Furthermore, the 
altitudes of the same two stars will give a complete determination 0-£ po ition. imilar con
siderations apply to the ca e of finding a position line by determining the time when two stars 
have the same azimuth or, in other words, when they are on the ame vertical. 

It has been suggested that local idereal time and latitude might be obtained directly by an 
instrument for observing any two stars simultaneously. Suppose a telescope to be et parallel 

103929-24 t--2 
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to the earth's axis. Its angle of elevation will then be a measure of the latitudtl. Any plane 
perpendicular to the telescope axis will be parallel to the plane of the earth's equator. Con
sidered astronomically the axis of the telescope may b e taken as coincident with tho earth's 
axis, and the perpendicular plane a coincident with the equatorial plane. Images of any two 
stars above the horizon may be reflected into the telescope and brO'llght into coincidence by two 
mirrors properly oriented. The angular position of the mirrors with re pect to the telescope 
axis will then depend only on the declinations of the stars. Also their angular po ition in the 
equatorial plane will depend on the right a censions of the tars and the local sidereal time. 
It is possible t.o construct an instrument of this nature, but, unfortunately, the difficultie of 
observation are so great that the instrument is of no practical value. 

IV. ALTITUDES 

The altitude of a celestial body is its angular elevation measured from the observer' 
horizon toward his zenith. Therefore, in order to find the altitude of a star, the navigator 
requires some means for indicating his horizon. Obviously it makes no difference whether a 
horizontal plane or the direction of the vertical is determined. The reference line 01' plane 
may be furnished by a natural or an artificial horizon. 

NATURAL HORIZONS 

The level surface of the sea affords a very convenient and accurate natural reference plane 
which is u ed universally by marine navigators in the ob ervation of altitudes. Provided 
that it is clearly vi ible, the sea horizon may also be used on board aircraft; and observations 
can be made easily and with practically the same accuracy as at sea.3 The levelland of some 
coastal plains, river valleys, and deserts provides an even more convenient horizon, as the 
contrast i greater and the line of the horizon is more sharply dcfined. It is evident, however, 
that the natural horizon formed by land or sea is not always available; the surface of the land 
may be too rugged, or fog or cloud may obscure the view. At night it will never be visible. 
Furthermore, it has been found that the horizon can seldom be distinguished clearly from 
any altitude at which aircraft are likely to travel. The surface of the land or sea is almost 
always covered with a layer of haze. At 20 feet above the level of the sea, the horizon is less 
than 5 nautical miles distant and the haze is not sufficiently dense to affect its visibility. The 
distance of the horizon increases as the elevation of the observer increases. At 1,000 feet it 
is over 33 miles, at 5,000 feet about 75 miles, and at 10,000 feet it is more than 100 nautical 
miles away. Consequently, as the aviator ascends, the horizon becomes more and more 
indistinct until, at an altitude varying according to the state of the atmosphere, but generally 
about 2,000 or 3,000 feet, it is entirely obscured. 

With a further increase in altitude a horizon often reappear. This horizon is in reality 
formed by the upper surface of the layer of haze. Under favorable condition it is very di tinct, 
practically level, and may be employed in the observation of altitudes. Also the upper surfaces 
of cloud or fog strata may sometime be so level and unbroken as to form a di tinct horizon line. 
These cloud or haze horizons are, in general, not reliable nough for the purposes of aerial 
navigation. Their availability depend on atmo pheric conditions, and at night, of course, they 
can not be used at all. The navigator has no mean of knowing whether they are truly hori
zontal, and usually be can not accurately determine his elevation above the horizon and thus 
be certain of his dip correction. 

ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS 

The fact that the natural horizon is visible only during the daytime, and then only when 
the weather is clear, suggested the idea of obtaining a true vertical or horizontal reference line 
by instrumental means. Attempt at constructing an artificial horizon for the sextant had 
been made ever since Hadley's invention of the instrument, but the problem became invested 

• Proc. Astronomical Society or the Pacific, June, 1919, Vol. 31, No.1 1. "Report on the navigation of aircraft by sextant observations," 
by IT. Russell. 
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with a new significance when navigation of the air became possible. If the astronomical method 
of position finding is to attain its maximum usefulness and value in aerial navigation, an accurate 
and dependable artificial horizon is essential. For this r eason, and because bomb sights and 
various other instrument also require a true vertical reference line, the problem of the artificial 
horizon i one of great importance. 

The direction of the vertical at any point on the earth's surface is defined a the direction 
of a plumb line at that point. Thi direction can be determined only by recourse to the force 
of gravity; but a number of different methods may be employed. The free surface of a liquid 
at rest is a true level urface (perpendicular to the vertical at every point) and is used in Lhe 
ca e of the ea horizon and the mercury artificial horizon; liquid levels of various kinds are 
common, a , for example, the bubble tube and the ball level; the plumb bob or pendulum 
may be employed in a variety of forms; and, finally, the gravity-controlled gyroscope or 
sp~nning top furnishes a means for finding the vertical which may eventually replace aU others 
on board ships or aircraft . 

All of the devices enumerated above may be used on a fixed base with an accuracy limited 
only by the care taken in construction and operation. On board moving ships or aircraft , 
however, great difficultie are encountered. Errors are caused by vibration, pitching, rolling, 
and yawing of the ship. . Linear and angular accelerations due to changes in speed and to turn 
result in very large errors, and so far no satisfactory manner of eliminating these errors has been 
devised. The effects of vibration are easily removed by a suitable mounting if the instrument 
i attached to the ship. No special precautions need be taken in the case of hand instruments, 
since the body of the observer will absorb the vibration. Pitching, rolling, and yawing 0 ci]
lations are more troublesome and in the case of bubbles and short-period pendulums may give 
rise to considerable errors. However, the period of these oscillations is usually fairly small 
(30 seconds or less), and by giving the artificial horizon a long period, which may most readily 
be done in the case of the gyroscope, the resulting errors can be reduced to a value small enough 
to be neglected in practice. 

When the point of suspension of a pendulum is subject to an acceleration, linear or angular, 
the forces of inertia come into play and, in combination with the force of gravity, cause the 
direction of the center of gravity with respect to the point of suspension to vary. If tho accel
eration be uniform, the pendulum assumes an equilibrium position which is the resultant of 
the acceleration and gravity forces, the result being the same as if the direction (and intensity) 
of the force of gravity changed. This new direction is called the apparent vertical. Short
period pendulums and bubble levels indicate the apparent vertical. If the acceleration per
sists for a short time only and is followed by an acceleration in the opposite sense, a pendulum 
of very long period, or a gJl:oseope, will not have time to assume the new equilibrium position, 
and the eiIects of the second acceleration will tend to destroy those of the first. Such an 
arrangement thus indicates the true vertical more or less approximately. 

The bubble level is the simplest form of artificial horizon and the most convenient as far 
as sextants are concerned; but it can not be used with any degree of success unless precautions 
are taken to reduce the acceleration errors. This may be done by flying as nearly as practicable 
at a uniform speed with no turns . Also no reliance should be placed on a single reading, but 
the average of five or six should be used. Pendulum horizons are usually damped and of short 
period, and the same precautions are necessary. 

Artificial horizons for sextants may be constructed as separate instruments mounted on 
the aircraft or may be combined with the sextant itself. Russell, in his tests at Langley Field, • 
employed the former. His instrument consisted of a pendulum, about 10 inches in length, 
mounted in gimbals within a cylindrical case. Glycerin was used as a damping fluid. At 
the top of the pendulum was mounted a reflecting surface, and the instrument was used in 
the same manner as the ordinary mercury horizon, the angle between the star and its image 
in the mirror being measured. This method is inconvenient, however, since the position of 
the horizon in the aircraft must be changed for different observations. It is therefore advisable 

• II. N . Russell, loc. cit. 
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to combine the horizon with the sextant into one instrument. Various forms of artificial hori
zons will be described in connectioQ with the sextants on which they are used. 

SEXTANT 

The term" sextant" is here used to include all instruments which are intended for the 
mea urement of altitudes, regardless of the form of the instrument or the optical principle 
upon which it is based. In general, only sextants which are available at the present time are 
described. One or two in truments are mentioned, however, either becau e they are conven
ient illustrations of certain types or because they incorporate some novel features which may 
prove to be useful. 

NATURAL HORIZON EXTANTS 

The theory, construction, and operation of the marine sextant are so well known that 
it is unnecessary to describe the instrument here. If the marine 
sextant is to be used on board aircraft , it i desirable that it be 
rather small and light in weight. The angular field of ,iew included 
in the index glass should be as large as possible, and the tele cope 
should be of low power and large field. It may be advisable when 
the visibility is poor to dispense with a telescope and observe with 
the naked eye. The arc should be clearly graduated with rather 
heavy line and large figures. A tangent micrometer screw with a 
drum indicating minutes of arc and a simple, easily operated clamp 
are preferable to the usual vernier with its clamping and slow
motion screws. The adju tment of the in trument should be 
checked at frequent intervals. 

The Baker aircraft sextant, an Engli h instrument, i hown 
in Figure 3. This sextant wa designed with a view to eliminating 
the necessity for making the dip and emidiameter corrections . 
This object is achieved by bringing into view the horizon in front 
of and in back of the ob erver simultaneously, one image being 
erect and one inverted. The two images are separated by a dis
tance depending on the sum of the dips in each direction. In 
malring an observation the image of the star is set to bisect the 
space between the horizons and thus the correction for semidiameter 
is also obviated. The e.'tant consis ts of a periscopic telescope. In 
front of the objective are two fi.-xed prisms, the horizon mirrors, and 
one rotating prism, the index mirror. The index mirror is turned 
by means of a worm gear and worm. The worm gear carries a 
scale reading to tens of degrees, while the worm bears a divided 
dmm graduated in degrees and tenths of degrees. By estimation 
angles may be read to within one or two minutes. The instrument 
is simple and convenient. 

FlO. 3.-Baker aircrart sextant It is assumed that the dips to the front and back horizons are 
equal. In the case of cloud or haze horizons this is frequently not the fact, and con ider
able errors may result. The observer, having no mean for judging the accuracy of the 
horizon, must always regard his position lines as being subject to large errOl. If the true sea 
horizon be used, these considerations do not apply. 

The Douo-Ia -Appleyard arcless extant is an English instrument designed for use in surveying 
and in aerial navigation. The sextant has the usual index and horizon mirror and telescope. 
The index arm and graduated arc of the marine sextant are discarded, and the index mirror 
is operated by a worm gear and worm. The worm carrie a micrometer drum and a counter, 
the counter showing tens of degrees and the micrometer a graduated scale divided to intervals 
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of 10 minutes. A mall magnifying glass i provided which i mounted in uch a way that 
the instrument may be read without removing the eye from the telescope. Electric illumi
nation is furni hed. It is claimed that fair accuracy i obtainable in a very short pace of 
time and that the in trument is well suited for aerial navigation. 

BUBBLE SEXTANTS 

Figures 4,5, and 6 show tlu'ee Gcrman bubble s xtants of a very simple form. The e sential 
parts of each instrument arc a graduated quadrant with a telescope along onc radiu , an index 
arm pivoted at the center of the arc, and a bubble tube mounted on the index arm. The bubble 
tube is 0 mounted that the bubble in its central position will be exactly over the pivot center. 
Thus a li'{ed mirror can be u ed in the 
telescopc to reflect an image of the 
bubble to the eyepiece. The bubble 
image appears foreshortened in all posi
tions but one. This, however, i not 
serious except near the upper and lower 
limits of the scale, which are rarely 
used in practice. 

The Marcuse 5 sextant (:fig. 4) manu
factured by Butensch6n, of Hamburg, 

• is poor in de ign and con truction com
pared with the other two. The scale 
is on the back or handle side of the arc 
and is read by means of a vernier to 
'ingle minutes. The field of the tele
scope show the entire bubble tube and 

FIG. 4.- l\Inrcusc (Butcnschoo) scxtonl 

in the cen tel' a circular openinO' about the size of the bubble image, through which the star 
or sun may be een, and also a reticule con i ting of three vertical and three horizontal lines. 

1'10. 5.-TIartmann sextant 

In making an observation, the tele
scope i pointed at the star, which 
is centered by mean of the reticule. 
Then the index arm i adjusted until 
the bubble image i hidden hy the 
circular opening in the field. 

The Hartmann extant 6 (fig. 5) 
made by Hartmann and Braun, of 

Frankfort, incorporates. everal novel 
features. The bubble tube may be 
used in either of two positions, one 
for altitude and the other for dip 
angle . The arc and dial carry e01'1'e
sponding et of numbers, hlack for 
altitudes and rcd for dip angles. 
The arc i graduated at 5° inter
vals only. The index arm carrie an 
index for reading the arc and also a 
pointer geared to a rack on the arc. 
Thi poin tel' tra vels over a dial 

graduaLed in 5° at 5-minuLe intervals. A small thumb nut geared to the arc is used to sd 
the index arm. The field in the telescope consi ts of two parts. One, lightly more than half 

• UJustriertc Aeronautiscbc Mitteilungen, Vol. IX, No.4, 1900. 
, Deutsche Luftfabrer Zeitscbrift, Vol. XVI, TO. 20, Oct. 2, 1912. "Ein Libellenquadrant in neucr Form," by Doctor fiartmanJ1, 
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of the total, contains the reticule of one vertical and three horizontal cross hairs, and the 
other shows the bubble tube. An observation is made exactly as with the Butensch6n 

FlO. 6.-Lindt sextant 

sextant, except that the bubble must 
be centered by means of the gradua
tions on the bubble tube. 

The Lindt 7 sextant (fig. 6) is con
tructed by Bunge, of Berlin. It ap

pears to be the best instrument of tho 
three. The bubble tubo i adju table 
a that any index error may be cor

rected. The index arm is set by a 
screw geared to a worm which meshe 
in a rack on the arc. The worm carries 
a drum graduated in minutes of arc, 
one turn of tho drum carre ponding 
to lOon the arc. A lever may be 
used to di engage the worm in making 
rapid approximate settings. Electric 
illumination of the reticule and bub
ble is provided, as in the other sex
tant but in the Lindt instrument the 
intensity of illumination may be varied 
by means of a rheostat set in the 

handle. Thi is an e sential feature. The telescope field show a reticule of three 
horizontal and three vertical lines and at one side an image of the bubble tube. The procedure 
i similar to that for the Hartmann sextant. 

These sextants are very imple instrument, require few adju tments, and are small and 
light. However, the nece ity for pointing the telescope directly at the tar may mean that the 

FIG. 7.-Byrd sextant 

observer may find himself in an awkward position in which he will have difficulty in keeping the 
star accurately centered by means of the reticule. The great di advantage of the e in tru-

' Deutsche Luftfahrer Zeitschrift, Vol. XVI, No. 11. May 29,1912. "Ein Libellenquadrant in neuer Form," by W. Lindt. 
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ments i the necessity for makinO' a double coincidence etting-bubble to bubble tube center, 
and star to reticule. These sextants can not be u ed with a natural horizon. The dip and 
emidiameter corrections are not necessary. 

A number of bubble sextants have been devised which consi t merely of a marine sextant 
to which has been added a bubble level. The Byrd sextant (fig. 7), developed by the United 
States avy, is an example of this type of instrument. The extant it elf is of the usual marine 
form except that the vernier has been replaced by a tangent screw with a micrometer drum 
reading to half minutes, with a release lever for rapid settings. The level bubble is mounted on 
a bracket, below and in back of the horizon glass. A plane mirror reflects an image of the 
bubble tube through the clear half of the horizon glass to the tele cope, which is provided with an 
extra lens, semicircular in shape, to bring the bubble tube into focus. Adjusting screws are 
provided for setting both the bubble tube and the plane mirror. If it is desired to use a natural 
horizon, the plane mirror may be unclamped and swung downward out of the way. Illumi
nat-ion is provided for the bubble and the scale; the battery and switches are mounted in the 
handle. 

FIG, S.-Willson scxtant 

The Willson 8 sextant was de igned by Prof. Robert W. Willson of Harvard. (See fig. 8.) 
The sextant itself is very much like the Byrd, the only differences being in the bubble level 
and telescope. The artificial horizon consists of a circular level mounted in a short tube 'fixed 
at right angles to the telescope. A half-silvered mirror is set into the telescope to reilect an 
image of the bubble into the eyepiece. The instrument may be used with a natural horizon by 
replacing the telescope with one of the usual form. The optical system is designed 0 that 
when the telescope is tipped the bubble image and the object sighted on move in the same 
direction and the same amount. Thus in making an observation it is sufficient to center the 
un or star image with respect to the bubble image. The interesting feature of this in trument 

is t-he form of the bubble image as seen in the tele cope. When the bubble is illuminated by 

• H. N Russell, loc. cit. 
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light from the sky, the image consi t of a central di k, clear and lightly larger than the 1m's 
image, surrounded by a dark ring about as wide as the diameter of the disk. At night a lamp 
and a pinhole top are used. The bubble it elf, acting a a lens, forms a bright image of the 
pinhole, which appears like a tar in the telescope. In either ca e it is very easy to judge when 
coincidence ha been attained. 

The chwarz child 9 extant shown in Figure 9 is a German instrument de igned especially 
for use in balloons and ail hips. The instrument i essentially a rather compact m arine sextant 
with a frame of aluminum alloy. The arc is graduated in degrees and read by a vernier to two 
minutes of arc. The index arm i operated by a knurled wheel geared to a rack on the frame; 
th re is no clamping screw. The horizon con ist of a bubble tube mounted below and in back 
of the horizon glas in a protecting ca e. In thi case are also the len e for bringing the bubbl 
image into focus in the telescope and a right-angle reflecting pri m. During the day the bubble 
may be illuminated by light reflected at a celluloid screen from the kyo The light pa se 
through the bubble tube and lense ,i reflected through a hole in the horizon gla , and thence 

FIG. 9.-Schwarzschild sextant 

enter the telescope. For night work the bubble i .illuminated by an electric lamp in uch a 
manner that the ends only of the bubble are een in the telescope, thu o. Current is supplied 
by a battery in th handle, which also contain a rheostat for adjusting the inten ity of the 
illumination. The lens ystem i 0 de igned that the images of the bubble and the body 1illder 
observation move in the arne direction and at approximately the same speed ·when the extant 
is inclined slowly. When the sextent i tipped with a rapid motion, the image of th object 
Iftoves much the fa ter. 

The R. A. KIO (or Booth) bubble sextant was developed at the Royal Aircraft E tabli hment 
in England. number of model varying considerably in detail have been con tructed. Th 
in trument hown in Figures 10 and 11 is known a Lhe Mark V, and is one of the later models. 
This sextant is a complete departure from marine pracLice, and an attempt has been made to 
meet all the requirement of an aircraft extant. Figure 12 i a diagram of the optical part 
of the in trwnent. The ci1"("u1al" bubble, which is mounted in the chamber at B, i ill1illlioated 
by daylight entering the lens 0 1 and reflected by the prism PI. At nighL Lhe lamp L may be' 
used. The lio-ht passes Lhr'ough the bubble cell, is reflected at I,h penLagonal pri m P 2 and 

' Zeitschrift rur Flugtechnik und l\IotorluftscbilIabrt, Vol. IV. roo 13, July 12, 1913. "Libellenhorizont und Libellense,tant," by Prof. K. 
Scbwarzschild. 

10 "A Primer of Air Tav igation," by H. E. Wimperis. 1920. 
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passes out through the lens O2 to the index mirror M. The index mirror is a strip of unsil
vered plane parallel glas which may be rotated about a horizontal axis through A. When 
ob erving the sun, the observer place hi eye at E!. He then sees the bubble image through the 
index glass and an image of the sun reflected at the surface of the index mirror. If a star is to be 
observed, it is in general more convenient to view the star directly through the index mirror and 
the bubble by reflection, the observer's eye in thi case being at E 2• The bubble is formed by the 
vapor of the liquid (pentane, gasoline, or alcohol), and it may be adjusted to any convenient size 
by the adjustment shown diagrammatically at BA. The bubble cell connects by a tube with it 

chamber which is closed at one side by a corrugated metal diaphragm. By adjusting the pre sure 
on the diaphragm, the volume of the inclosed system may be changed and thus a vapor bubble 
may be formed and regulated to the proper size. 

FIG. 1O.-R. A. E. sextant, side view FIG. ll.-R. A. E. sextant, end view 

The index mirror i rotated by turning a large brass drum (shown in fig. 11). Two scales, 
graduated at 10' intervals and reading from-3° to 39° and from 39° to 80°, respectively, 
are engraved on the drum. Because of the open scales no vernier is necessary, the readings being 
made directly by reference to an index line on a strip of transparent celluloid. The index mirror 
(see fig. 12) i connected to the drum by a lever T held by a spring in contact with a spiral cam C 
inside of the drum. This cam is so constructed that approximately two revolutions of the drum 
correspond to an angular motion of the mirror equal to 45° (90 0 of altitude). On the other side 
of the instrument is a wooden rim erving as a handle, in ide of which is an adjustable rheostat for 
varying the illumination of the bubble lamp. Current is uppli ed by a battery in the aircraft con
nected by a plug at a socket in the instrument. A lamp i also provided for illuminating the 
cales. 

The optical elements are so designed that when the instrument is slightly di placed from it 
true position, the·bubble moves with the sun's image. Furthermore, the lenses in combination 
form a telescope (power = 1), and thus it may be used to bring the natural horizon to the eye, in 
this way making it possible to use a natural horizon when this may be desirable. 

103929--24t----3 
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A number of other bubble extants for aircraft have been devised, of which those of 
Fave II and Coutinho 12 may be mentioned. The extant of Coutinho was tested on the Lrans
AtlanLi flight of Coutinho and acadura in 1922, with succes it i aid . De cription of these 
instruments are given in the references. 

FIG. 12.-R. A. E. sextant, diagram 

PE DULUM SEXTA TS 

The Fischer sextant wa designed by Ernst G. Fischel', formerly with the nited States Coast 
and Geodetic Survey. The instrument consist of a marine sextant to which the artmcial horizon 
is attached by a bracket as shown in Figure la. Lamp are provided for illuminating the horizon 

FIG. 13.-Fischer sextant 

and the vernier, the current being supplied by a small battery in the handle. Push button are 
conveniently placed on the handle, and a small rheo tat i uppEed for varying the intensity of 

Il III- Congres International d' A~ronautique, Vol. 3,1906. "Determination du Point en Bailon," Fav6. 
" T! A~ropbile, Vo!. 31, o. 11-12, June, 1923. "La M~thode de avigntion de I' Amirnl Gago COlltinho." 
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the horizon lamp. The index arID is provided with a clflmping crew and a novel device for 
maIling the final etting rapidly and conveniently·. Thi con i t of two mall pin ,one fixed to 
the index arm and the other 1,0 the clamp in such a manner that the pin may be grasped 'imulta
neously hy the thumh and forefinger. When the clamp is tightened, the index ann ('an be moved 
in either direct,ion by a twisting for e applied to the pin. 

Figure 14, taken from the patent drawing ,'3 illustrates the artificial horizon. The pendu
lums are mounted in a sealed chamber C containing a damping fluid. The pendulum P, 
consi I, of a vane of mall ma and comparatively 1o,rO'e area upported on knife edge. . A 
mall arm Al attached to the vane carries a piece of fine platinum wire W, set horizontally. 

A second pendulum P2 is supported on an ax:is X in the plane of the sextant making an angle 
of' 45 0 with the vertical. This pendulum carries a curved pie e of' wire W2 • The horizontal 
wire W3 is fixed to the wall of the chamber. The three ,vires lie at the principal focal point of 
tIl{' len. 0 so that they are all vi ible in the tole cope of the extant. The wires may be ilium i
IULted through a window N by liO'ht from the sky 01' by the lamp L. 

With the sextant in the normal position for ohsel'vation and the illumination properly 
adjusted , there 11re seen in the tele cope two bright horizontal line~ nearly meeting in the 

o 
p 

Sectional View 

x 

P, 

Isometric View 

FIG . H .-Fischer pendnlum horizon 

center of the field, one of which is fixed and the other movable; and also a small point of light 
ju t above or below the lines. When the lines are exactly opposite each other and the dot is 
immediately under or above the gap between the line , the sextant i in the propel' position 
for making the observation. The index arm is then adjusted until the image of the celestial 
body is tangent to or bisected by the horizontal line. 

Great skill is required in handling the Fischel' sextant. Three imultaneous coincidence 
settings must be made for each observation. The movable horizon line mu t be set to the 
fixed line, the point to the gap between the lines, a.nd fina.lly the star or the sun must be set 
on the line or tangent to it. Furthermore, the motions of the horizon line and the point are 
always opposite in direction to the motion of the image of the observed body when the sextant 

slightly displaced from the true position. 

" u. fl. Patent Office, P s tent pacifications Nos. 1,386,695 nnd 1,409,938. 
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A pendulum sextant devised by Fave about 1901 or 1902/4 and one constructed by 
Keuffel & EseI' for the trans-Atlantic attempt of Wellman and Vaniman 15 are interesting 
from a historical viewpoint. A pendulum extant ha al 0 been invented by Doctor Pulfrich, 
of Jena, but details of this in trument are not available. 

GYROSCOPIC EXTANTS 

The first practicable gyro copic sextant was devised in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century by Admiral Fleuriai, of the French avy. An improved model, constructed by 
Ponthus & Therrode, of Paris, is hown in Figure 15 . The in trument consists of a marine 
extant attached to which is a cylind.l"ical chamber behind the horizon glas and in line with 

the tele cope. The chamber is closed by a cap in which i set a gauge for mea uring the ail' 
pressure within. At the bottom are two air connections with top cocks, one communicating 
directly with the interior and th othor by ducts leading to several hole opposite the periphery 
01" the gyro cope. 

The gyro cope is It heavy, pi ,'ot('d wheel lwuring around it rim a seri('s of van(' 01" ups. 
On the UpPl'l· surface i ' mounted a light frame holding a len. and a grn,ting with horizontal 

FIG. 15.- Fleuriais sextant 

rulings, the di tance between lens and grating being equal to the foeallength of the lens. Two 
windows are placed in the chamber in line with the tele cope. One is fitted with a tube 
projecting up to the telescope, and serving to shut out tray light. A mirror for refl.ecting 
unlight or an electric lamp may be attached at the other window to illuminate the grating. 

A hand suction pump, a belt with an arm support, and an electric battery are furni hed with 
the in trument. 

In making an observation the gyroscope is set spinning by drawing air through the chamber 
by means of the pump. When sufficient speed is obtained, the inlet is closed and the pump 
worked until a partial vacuum i attained. Then the outlet is closed, the pump disconnected, 
and the instrument is ready for observing. An a sistant i required to operate the pump and 
record the readings. 

On looking through the telescope and adjusting the illumination, the grating can be seen 
as a series of bright lines on a dark field. The instrument should be h ld 0 that the e bright 
lines are parallel to a fixed black line. The image of the body to be ob erved is brought into 

.. IIIe Coogres International d' A6ronaotiQoe, Vol. 3,1906. "Determination du Point en Ballon," by Fave. 
u url"'ho Aerial Age," \Yellman. 
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the center of the field by the usual extant procedure. As the grating lines appear to move 
slowly up and down (due to prece ion), the extreme positions of the image are recorded, ten 
or more readings being made without di turbing the setting of the index arm. The time of 
each reading is al 0 recorded. 

Exhau tive stu die of the Fleuriais extant have been made by a number of inve tigaLoI' , 
notably Faye.16 A large number of tests have been made both on land and sea. In a total 
of 359 observation made at sea, about 70 per cent had errors of less than 2' and only about 3 
per cent errors of 5' or more. Most of the reading were made during relatively calm weather; 
in rough weather the error . ranged usually from about 5' to 8'. ueh an accuracy is attain
able only by extreme care in the manipulation of the instrument; and by correcting the read
ings for instrumental errors, compensating for the effects of the earth's rotation, precession, 
and the motion of the star, and so on. The instrument, in its present form at it-ast, docs not 
appear to be suitable for aircraft becau e of the time and care demanded by the ob 'ervation, 
the amount of calculation necessary, and the nee 1 for two ob. ervers. 

FIG. J6.-Derricn sextant 

The Derri n sextant, Figure 16, is a French instrument which has been developed 
'ince the war. The sextant consists of a frame, imilar to that of a marine sextant, with a 
graduated arc and a pivoted index arm with a vernier. The index mirror, half of which is 
'iivered and half transparent, is mounted at the pivot point perpendicular Lo the axis of Lhe 
index arm. A chamber hou ing the gyroscope is also mounted on the index arm in such a 
manner that it may be e-t at any distance from the index mirror. The upper urface of the 
gyroscope i polished to form a mirror. The telescope is fL'{ed to the frame in such a way that 
it axis passes through the axis of the pivot. 

When observing, the telescope is pointed directly at the star. The index arm is adju Led 
until an image of the body, reflected at the gyro cope mirrQr and again at the index mirror, 
i also seen. In order to accomplish this, the position of the gyroscope on the index arm must 
be adjusted according to the altitude of the observed body. The two images are set to co
incidence, which will occur only when the index and gyroscope minor are parallel and (theo
retically) horizontal. As yet no s~tisfactory results have been obtained with tho Dcrrien 
sextant on board aircraft. 

"Revue Maritime, vol. 184, o.!580, Jppuary, 1910. "Le Point sans I'Horizon de la Mer," by Fave. 
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ALTITUDE OBSERVATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ON BOARD AmCRAFT 

The sextant has been used to such a slight extent on board aircraft that it is not po sible 
to state any specific rule as to the choice of an instrument or the procedure to be employed in 
making altitude observations. The final decision on these questions will depend on the expe
rience and results gained in service by navigators of the air, and thus little can be given here 
other than a summary of what has been learned in the past and an indication of the present 
trend in development. It is evident, however, that quite different conditions obtain a regards 
airplanes and airships, and thi fact mu t be taken into account not only in the choice of the 
instrument but also in the manner of usiD;g it and in the accuracy to be expected. 

No great difficulties either in making observations or attaining sufficient accuracy are to 
be expected in the use of a sextant on board an airship, judging from such results a have been 
published, which are few in number. Bygrave 18 in 1920 tested the R. A. E. sextant on board 
the British air hip R-33. About 100 altitudes of stars and the moon were measured. Quoting 
from his report: "The readings could be taken as easily as on the ground, and the rapid and 
erratic movement of the bubble that is met with on airplanes is entirely absent. * * * 
By taking six ob ervations, in the u ual manner, with about 30-50 second intervals and taking 
the mean time and altitude, fore and aft ob ervations would very eldom have an elTor of the 
mean exceeding 4' of arc. For athwartships observaLion the average of ix would be within 
5' of Lhe true altitude in nearly all case. Thi is quite llccuraLe enough for all pracLical pur
po e . 

" The R. A. 8. extanL proved to bemosLconvenientfor Larob8ervation. With an * * * 
H.. A. E. extant * * * there should be no difficulLy in obtaining an accuracy aL lea ' L 
comparable wiLh tha,t obLained at ea in fa t craft} uch a de troyers} and certainly two or 
Lhree time the ac uracy obtainable in heavier-than-air craft should he obtainable." The 
R. A. E. extant referred to wa an earlier model than that illu tJ'ated in Figures 10 and II. 

On the trans-Atlantic flight of theR-34 in 1919 an old pattem bubble sextant (experimental 
model) wa found to be unserviceable, and the need for a ati factory bubble sextant was called 
to attention. Good result were obtained with a nayal extant using either the sea or cloud 

. horizon. It would seem that exceptionally good conditions were found for the use of cloud 
horizons. 

lUtitude observations are far more difficuH from airplane than from airship, and con
sequently the accuracy obtainable is much les. Rus ' ell 1o in 191 tested a marine sextant wiLh 
an experimental pendulum horizon and al 0 Lbe Wi on bubbl extant. The Willson ex
tant proved to be much uperior. IIe fOlIDd LhaL, ing thi in trument, with very careful 
piloting the average error for the mean of a group of about ix ob ervations could be reduced 
to about 6' of arc, with an average lTor of about 13' of arc in a single reading. With ordinary 
piloting the errors were twice as great. Occasional wild reading could be easily detected 
and were rejected at the time of observation. 

On a 1,OOO-mile experimental flight with a H andley-Page, canied out in England in 1919, 
a few position lines were obtained, u ing the R. A. E. sextant (Mark IIa). The mean of three 
to six readings was used in each case. The errors rang d from 5 or 6 miles up to as high as 30 or 
40 miles. There appeared to be a 010 e correlation between the weather and the accuracy} the 
best re ults being obtained when the air was calm. 

Grieve, on the trans-Atlantic attempt of Hawker nd Grieve} u ed a marine sextant, taking 
ob ervations to cloud horizons with fairly sati factory results. 

On the Cape to Cairo flight in 1920} evera.l sights were made with the R. A. E. sextant. 
Using the mean of 4 to 6 observations for each sight , position lines were obtained passing 7, 6, 
10} and 15 miles} respectively} from the D. R. positions. orne error in the D. R. positions i 
included in these figures. 

18 Aeronautical Research Committeo (Qt. Brit.), Reports and Memoranda TO. 702, September. 1920. .. Some tests on navigation instruments 
during R flight of rigid airship ll. M. A. R-SS," by L . C. Bygrave, M. B. E. 

"IT. N. Russell, loco cit. 
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It is eyident, therefore, that witb propel' precaution extant observations can he IllilU(' 

from hoth airships and airplanes ""ith results accurate enough for the purpo8e,; of aerial navign
tion. On bO<.Lrd airships there will be little or no dilflculty. The n<tyigILtoJ' will han' Itlllpk 
room and will he ,tble to nlake hi observations in comfort. The twcumcy obt,lillable wiLil a 
bubble sextant will vary between 5' and 10' of arc for the mean of halI 11 dozen 1'('luling8. Oll 
airplanes more care mu t be taken. The ob erver will generally be in mUler cramped qualters 
and in an uncomfortable po ition, and the choic of in trument i ' therefore yery illlportun L. 
The piloting must be of the very be t to eliminate, as far as po ible, the e.ITect of acceleration. 
Under ordinary conditions an accura y of 10' to 15' of arc should be attainable, althoucrh much 
larcrer errors may be expected if the weather i bad. 

A sextant with an artificial horizon i ab olutely nece al'y. The bubble type is probably 
the best at present because of it simplicity. ince the ea horizon will in general give 
more accurate re uIt than the bubble, the bubble sextant should be 0 designed that the 
ea horizon mity be u ed when ayailable .. Thu cloud horizons could also be u 'ed and, if 

desired, checked by the bubble. The instrument hould be Imple, rugged, and ea y to 
manipulatc. It should be of mall ize to reduce wind re istance, and a light as po ible. 
The cale should he yery legible, with rather heavy graduations, and need not be subdivided to 
smaller i.ntervals than 5' or 10'. Y crniCl arc vcry diITicult to read and should bc avoided. 

V. AZIMUTHS 

One of the disadvantages of the astronomical method of determining po ition lies in the 
fad that during the daytime the sun is, in general, the only body·which can be obsenTed. If the 
azimuth of the Hun could be mea 'urecl in addition to the altitude, a complete determination of 
position would be possible. The measurement of azimuth, however, is attended by numerou 
difficultie , and at Lhe present time even the limited accuracy required by aerial navi.gation can 
not be attained. 

The a;t;imut h of a star i · the angle between the meridian of the observer and the yprtical 
circ~e of the star, mea ure 1 east or we t from the north or south point. An in trument for 
mea uring azimuth mu ,t therefore be ca:pable of indicating the horizontal and also orne fi-xed 
direction (the north or outh point). Tho first requirement nece ilate ' an artificial horizon. 
~\..s the artificial horizon has been di cus ed in conncction 'with sextants, no further reference to 
thi' problem need be made here. 

The second requirement demand some form of compa s. Thrce di tind types of instru
ment are in u e, namely, the magnetic compa s, the earth inductor, and the gyroscopic compas . 
Of these the gyroscopic compa s j the only one 'which, theoretically ttt lea i , will indicate the 
true north. Howeyer, it ha not as yet been perfected for aircraft use, and great difficulties lie 
in the way of its development. The other two types inclicate magnetic north, and in order to 
find t.he true azimuth the differencc between magnetic and true norths, the magnetic declina
tion, mu t he known. This fact introduce a furl,her complication into the prohlem, for the 
, ralue of I,he magnetic declination depends upon geographical po ition. The earth-inductor lype 
of compass is sti ll in the development stage, but gives indication of being con iderably more 
accurate on board airrraft than thl.' usual form of compas with the pivoted needle. It may prove 
to be of great value for azimuth determinations. The ordinary magnetic compa s, at lea t in 
it present form, does not appear to be capable of sufficient reliability and accuracy Ior azimuth 
work except po sibly on board airship. . 

Attempts to measure astronomical azimuth, for the purpo e of ohtaining a complete 
determination of position by ob crvations of the un only, have been few. Ru eU20 in 1910 
made a number of tests with a magnetic compass. I-Ie used a graduated card with a shadow 
pin mounted on his experimental pendulum horizon as a pclGrus. Simultaneou reading of 
the compass and the pelorus were made. The probable error of an ob erYation, each ob erva-

"II. N. Russell, loe. (·it. 

103929 2~t~ 
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tion being the average of a set of 10 r aclings taken over a time interval of one to one and a 
half minute, was ± 0.6°, and he concluded that excellent azimuths could be obtained with a 
magnetic compass. These results warrant further e.rperimental work on this problem, but it 
does not seem probab.le that this accuracy can be attained under ordinary condition on board 
airplanes. 

Azimuth measu['ements, aCCLlraLe within a degre \ o[,so, may be valuable under certain excep
lional condition. If, for in tance, Lhe dead-reckoning po ition should happen to be entirely 
unreliable, as might be the ca. 0. on a long flight aboyc clouds, anel th only way of determining 
position were by ob ervation. of Lhe un, the ob 'erved a:4imuth could be u ed to find an interval 
along the position line determined by the altitude in which the aircraft would be located. The 
method involve considerable computation, ho\'{('ye)', and would be a'-oidecl except under 
exceptional circumstan 'es. 

VI. TIME 

While a lmo\dedge of the Lime i essen liar in Lhe determination of position by a tronomical 
methods, no cl imcult i('!'; arc (,I1c'olmler('d in i h I1ll'HSllI'ement. The chronometer may be any 

FIG. 17 .-Sternzcit trans!Ol'mator 

fairly good I\'atch, adju ted for temper
aLure, which "i11not gain or lose more 
than 5 or 10 second, in 24 hours. 
For atisiactory result' the chrono
meters mu t be O' iYen a reasonable 
flmount of care. The ratc mu t be 
checked occa ionally in order to detect 
ilny great ,-ariation. T'he time hould 
he che 'keel at the beginning anel con
eIu ion of each trip; and during th 
Hight the Lime jO'nais senL out by 
the more important wirele station 
may be used to advantag. For pro
tection against the weather and ex
treme temperature change the chro
nometer hould be mounted in a uit
ahle ca . The case houll be equipped 
with orne shock-absorbing device for 
eliminating the ('O'ects of jars due to 
take-oO's or hUldings and of the "ibra
tions due io the motor . 

Two c1u'onometer are necessary. 
One of ih e should be set to Green
wich mean solar time and the other 
to Greenwich sidereal t ime. A third 

chronomeLer, while nol n,h olutely ne('e::;::;al',I', would h a great convenience. It could be et 
Lo indicate apparent olar time for the mrridian of Greenwich 01' any oLhel' convenient me
ridian. The indications of thi chronometer wo uld a lway be slightly in error, but, ince the 
change in the equation of Lille is new!' morc than:30 cond in 24 hours and u ually very 
much less, the re ulting error' may be iO'no['e\l provided the chronometer be set for each t rip . 
A further advantage of three chronometcl', lie,; in t e faeL Lhnt c['ror, in anyone may be 
readily detected. 

'While it is not it time-mea ' uring instrument, mention may here be made of the " ternzeit 
Lransforllat01''' ~ 1 sh wn in FigUJ'e 17. Thi in trument j de igned for th rapid, me hanical 
conversion of sidereal to olar time and vice "ersa. On the face of the in trument are t\yO 

" Deutsche Luftfahrcr-Zeitschri!t, Vol. XVII, 1\0. 3, Feb. 5, 1913. " ' tcrnzeit-Trnns!ormator," by Alfred SchUlze. 
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clock dials, each with its hour and minute hand , one figW'ed in 12 hoW's and labeled local time 
(Ortzeit) and the other figured in 24 hour and labeled sidereal time (Sternzeit). The hands 
on each face may be moved independently or simultan au ly by mean of appropriate thumb 
nuts. uppo e the sidereal time carre ponding to 3.10 p . m. (any given meridian) is required. 
Set the local time dial at 12. Set the sidereal time dial to the sidereal time for noon of the arne 
day, as found from the Jautical Almanac. Then turn both imultaneously until 'the local time 
dial indicate 3.10 p. m. The sidereal time dial will show the required sidereal time. 

1\.. third dial, graduated in degrees, is fixed at the back of the in trument. By means of 
this and the local time dial angular units may be converted into time units or the reverse. 
The advantages of this in trument are more apparent than real, as the tables which it replaces 
are short, ea-;ily used, and require no interpolations. 

VII. THE NAUTICAL ALMANAC 

The ~\.mel'icnn Ephemeris and autical Almanac and the ~autical Almam1,c arc published 
annually by the ~autical Almanac Office of the United tates aval Observatory. Copies 
may be obtained from the Superintendent of Document at Wa hington, D. C. 

The American Ephemeri and N aut.ical ~\1manac i di-vided into three parts. Part I con
tains ephemerides and other fundamental astronomical data for the sun, moon, and planet 
for the meridian of Greenwich. Part II gi-ves ephemerides of the fixed stars, sun, moon, and 
major planets for the meridian of Washington. Part III contains predictions of phenomena, 
with data for their computation. Various tables for finding latitude from altitudes of Polari , 
conversion of time, and 0 on, are also included. 

The Nautical Almanac, which contains extracts from the American Ephemeris and N au
tical Almanac, is intended espe ially for the purpose of navigation. The po itions of the un, 
moon, and major planets are giT"en for the meridian of Greenwich. The apparent places of 
55 stars ana their times of transit at Greenwich and the mean place of 110 additional tars 
are given. Solar and lunar eelip es are described, and various useful tables are included. 
This book contain all the fundamental astronomical data which arc necessary for navigation. 
Since it is compiled for the use of marine navigator , much of the material is given in greater 
detail than is neces ary for aerial navigators, and much could be di pensed with entirely. 

VIII. THE REDUCTIO OF OBSERVATIONS 

METHODS 

The discussion of the reduction of observation will be limited to those methods by which 
a position line is determined from an ob erved altitude, ince at the present time the altitude 
i th only quantity which can he measured in practice. It will be convenient to consider not 
only the actual computations involved but also in ome ca es the plotLing of the position line 
on the mnp or charLo The problem of devising simple, rapid , and accurate method ' has received 
mu h attention during the pa t 20 or 30 year, and as arc ult a number of very practical and con
yenient methods lllWC been worked out, almo t all of which ar ba ed on the procedure due to 
Marcq St. Hilaire. The basic problem in the reduction of ob ervations is the solution of a 
pherical triangle, the astronomical triangle. According to the means adopted for solving this 

triangle, the variou methods which have been proposed may be clas ified a 
(1) Logarithmic soluLion . 
(2) 'Tabular solution . . 
(:3) Solution be mean of nomogrll.ms anu diagrams. 
(4) Graphical solutions. 
(.")) Mechanical olutions. 
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In Figures 1 and 19 representing the a::;tronomical triangle, the vertices P, ,and Z 
correspond to the pole, the sub tellar point. and the obser,er' position, 1'e pectively. The 
following notation will he u ed: 

L=latitude. 
A = longi tude. 

R. \... = right a cen ion . 
D = declination. 
h= altitude. 
cp=900-L= ide PZ. 
p = 90° - D (polar di tance) = ide P 
z = 90° - h (zenith eli tance) = ide Z 
t = hour angle = angle SPZ. 

A= azimuth = angle PZ 

Pole - p 

Astronomical Triongle - Notation 

FIG . l 

p 

Z 

DIvided Astronomical Triangle - Notat ion 

FIG. 19 

In the application of the t. Hilaire method, th altitude and azimuth of the ob erved star 
must be calculated for ome a sumed O'eographical position at thc time-of ob crvation. From 
pherical trigonometry we have the formula: 

co z = cos cp cos p + sin cp in p co t 
sin A in t 

and - .--= -.-
mp m z 

which may be reduc d to-
sin h= in L in D + cos L co D cos I 

and in A=cos D ec h sin t 
glvmg exprc ion for the altitude and azimuth,- respectiyely. 

(I) 
(II) 

In these formula , Lithe latitude of the as umed geographical po ition, u ually the dead
reckoning (D. R.) position. The declination (D) for Lhe time of observation may be found in 
Lhe Nautical Almanac. The hour angle (t) i derived from the longitude of the a umed position 
and the time of ob el'vation. The methods of reckoning time, the conyer ion of time, and the 
calculation of hour angles will not be discussed hcre, ince they arc treated at length in all 
navigation textbook .22 

1. LOOARITlnn OLUTION 

Equation I and II may be olved with the aid of logarithmic tahles. In the practice of 
navigation at ea, the altitude is computed and the azimuth i usually found from azimuth 
table. D fining the haver inc of an angle as the inc .'quared of one-half the angle, formula (I ) 
may be rewritten a -

hav z= hay (L±D) + cos L cos D hay t 
which give the zenith di tance in term of the latitude, declination, and hour angle. 
formula, which is known as the cosine-haver ine formula, the quantities are alway 
and all doubt as to algebraic ign i avoided. 

(III) 
In thi 

positive 
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In order to make po ible a solution with the u e of only one table, the formula (III) may 
be reduced to the following form: 

hay z=hav (4)±p) + {hay (4) + p) -hay (4)- p) }hav t; 
or havz=hav (L±D) + {hav (180 0 -(L+D))-hav (L - D)}hav l (IV) 

Equation IV, the hay r ine formula, i very readily olved with the aid of a ingle table 
giving logarithmic and natural haversines in parallel columns. 

Except on board the larger air hips, it is very difficult to make any computations in the air, 
and, besides, the time required for the work is a great disadvantage. Accordingly, it ha been 
proposed that the calculations be made on the ground just before the 1light is begun. Certain 
po itions along the probable route are as umed; and altitude and azimuths of uch SLars a 
are likely to be observed are computed for the e assumed position. The altitudes and azimuths 
at each position arc tabulated for an interval such that it will include the time when the aircraft 
i expected to be near the chosen point. A chart must be used which is drawn to uch a projee
tion that large intercepts can be plotted without serious errors. The computed azimuths may 
be laid oiT in ad"Vance for each a sumed position. 

Thi procedure is open to several objections. The actual work required i increased even 
though it may be made on the ground. If for any rea on the time of the trip is changed or the 
route alLered, all the eomputations are useles , and a new set of value mu t be ealculated. 
Also lhe weather condition may be such that ob ervations can not be made at the predetenninetl 
times. 

2. TADULAR OLUTION 

It is im})os .. ible to tabulate the olution of all the pherical triangles which ma'y uri 'e ill 
the practice of navigation. However, by the use of certain approximations and interpolations 
table of simultaneous altitudes and azimuths may be con tructed which will obviate the neces
sity of logarithmic computations. uch table are given in Publication o. 201 of the United 
States Hydrographic Office, entitled " imultaneous altitudes and azimuth of celestial bodie ." 
The e table are con tructed for all latitudes from 0° to 60° north or south and declinations 
from 0° to 24° north or outh, both at 1 ° intervals. HoUl' angles are given at 10-minute 
interval. While according to the t. Hilaire method altitude and azimuth are computed for 
the dead-reckoning position, it is evident that any other position ncar the true position may 
be u eel. Thus in employing these tables in order to avoid unneces ary interpolation , an 
assumed position may be takell at an even degree of latitude and at a longitude which will make 
the hour angle an even multiple of 10 minute. Then the only interpolation will be for declina
tion. Publication No. 201 is primarily intended for observations on the sun, but may also be used 
for any of the stars or planet whose declination may lie within the limits of the table. iffiilar 
table for the brighter fixed tars could be readily computed. These tables are rather bulky, 
but they are very convenient and allow a very rapid determination of the position line. 

The altitude or position-line tables of Frederick Bail,n intended for the same purpo 'e a 
Hydrographic Office Publication ro. 201, are published in three volume. The fir t volume 
covers latitudes from 0° to 30° and the econd volume latitude from 31 ° to 60° , both for declina
tion from 0° to 24°. A supplementary "Volume, the third, include latitudes from 24° to 60° 
and declinations from 24° to 60°. The e table give altitude in term of latitude, declination, 
and hour angle, latitudes and declinations being tabulated for 1 ° intervals and hour angles 
at intervals of 4 minutes. Supplementary tables are provided for finding azimuths. 

A new set of tables, United tates Hydrographic Office Publication o. 203 , has recently 
been published. These give the simultaneous values of hour angle and azimuth for values of 
the observer's latitude and the declination and altitude of the observed star at interval of single 
degree. The tables include declination within 2 ° of the celestial equator and latitudes 
from 60° north to 60° south. The differences of hour angle and of azimuth for a change of I' 
in declination are al 0 given for convenience in interpolation for the declination of the observed 

" Altitude or Position Line Tables, by .Frederick Ball. J. D. Potter, London. 
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star. In practice, the tables are entered with the integral number of degrees of latitude nearest 
the dead reckoning and similarly for the altitude. By interpolation for declination the hour 
anO'le and azimuth may be found . Then u ing the tabular altitude, the hour angle, and the 
azimuth, a position line may be drawn. Since the tme observed al titude wa not u cd in entering 
the table, thi position line mu t be shifted by a di Lance in nautical mile qual to the difference 
in minute of arc between the altitude given by the tables and th ob erved altitude. In most 
en. es the hifted line may be considered to have the same direction as the initial line. Tables 
of conection are given for the cases where the shifted line requires a change in azimuth. If the 
map projection represents angle true to nature and also represents great circles as traight 
lines, no change in the azimuth of the shifted line is nece aty. Full directions are included 
with the tables. These table offer many advantages and may prove to be of considerable 
value in aerial navigation. 

The solution of the astronomical triangle may be reduced to the solution of two righL
angled triangles formed by pa sing an arc through the ubstellar point and perpendicular to 
the observer's meridian. The de Aquino tables, which are based on methods devised by ir 
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), comprise tabular solutions of the right-angle 1 spherical 
triangle in a form convenient for the solving of the astronomical triangle. inee the value of 
one quantity are tabulated only for each degree and the other for every haH degree, pecial 
methods mu L be used in order to avoid laborious interpolations. In tead of u ing the dead
reckoning po ition, an a sumed position i taken uch that the argument for entering the 
table will be even degrees or half degrees, as the e e may be. These tables may he found in 
Publication o. 200 of the United tates Hydrographic Omce, in which are also given detailed 
in tru tions a to th manner of employing them. As the procedure i not always the same, 
cOl'lain rules or precept are required. These precept and the necessary interpolations in
crea e the chances for errol', so that thi method doc ' not appear to be suitable for aerial naviga
tion. Publication o. 200 al 0 conLain haversines and the other tables employed in comput
ing the zenith distance and findiog the azimuLh in the practice of the Marcq t. IIilail' method 
arranged in the order in which they are used, according to the eosine-haversin formula. 

Table 24 may be constructed from which latitude 'and local idel'eal time may be found 
direcLly from the altitudes of Lwo tars. uch Lables would eliminate all compuLaLions and 
C\'Cll Lhe usc of Lhe autical Almanac. nforLunately, however, in order 1,0 reduco tho tables 
to u, practicable size, the altitudes can not be Labulated at closer intervals than a degI' ,or hulf 
11 degree aL Lhe most. Double intel'polaLion arc Lhus nece sary, and the advantage' of Lhe 
tables are nullified to a great extent. 

A seL of very simple Lables has been proposed by Leick 25 for the determinaLion of laLiLude by 
obsel'vaLion of Polari. If the altilucle (h) of Polaris be measured, Lhe latitude (L) of lhe 
observer may be found by the equation 

L = h+Dh, 
where Dh is a conection depending on the time and placo of obs rvation. Thi con ction can 
be obtained if the local idereal time i known; but in order to avoid the difficulties of this 
method, Leick suggest the measurement of the altitude of any star near the prime vertical and 
letermining the correction from this second altitude by tables. This second altitude d mands 
no great care, since an error of half a degree, and in ome cases even 1 ° or 2°, has no appreciable 
£Iect on the resul . Table II contain value of Dl! O'iven in term of the altitudes of a number 

of star . The manner of u ing the tables is obvious . Table II is calculated for a latitude of 
50° north. However, it may be used for all latitude between 45° and 55° north with an error 
never greater than about 2' and in most cases less than I' of arc. Similar table for very 10° 
of latitude can readily be comput d. 

" JJ. E. Wimperis, loco cit. 
"Dcutsche LurUahrer·Zeilschrirt, Vol. XVII, No.7, April 2, 1913. "Uber die Bestimmuog der OeogTsphiscbeo Breite aus Polarsterobeobach· 

lungen," by Dr. W. Leick. 
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TABLE II 
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3- OLUTIONS BY MEANS OF rOMOGRAlI1S AND DIAGRAMS 

31 

The hayersine formulas for zenith disLance and azimuth may bo wriLtell in the forIll of 
Lho sLraight line equation 

a:; follow:;; 
y = b+mx 

hay z= hav (L - D)+{hav (180 0 - (L+D) - hav- (L - U)) havl 
lulY (00° ± D) =ha\T (L - h) + {hav (1 0° = (L+h)) - hav ( £ -/t)} hay A 

'1'he:;o formulas may be solved on a nomogram which wa fir t publi hed in 1 00 by 
D'Ocagne in his "Traite de omographie_" 

Lot the sides of a quare (fig- 20) be divided according to Lhe haversines of angles from 
0° Lo 1 0° and the corresponding points on oppo ite sidos be connected by traight lines_ The 
loft-hand side is numbered from bottom to top in degree and the right-hand ide in the rever 0 

order, likewi 'e in degree _ The upper and lower edge are numberod from left to right in 
degree and in time unit, re pectively_ 

To find zenith distance, enter the diagram at the left with L- D and at the right with L+ D, 
and join these points by a straight line. Find the hour angle (t) at top or bottom and follow 
along Lhe vertical to the traight line already determinod_ Then pass horizontally to the lefL
hand scale and read off the zenith distance_ 

To_ find the azimuth, the left and right hand scales are entered with L - hand L + h, re pec
Lively, and the straight line drawn as before_ The left-hand scale is then entered with 90° - D 
and the horizontal followed to the straight line_ Tho v~rtical from this point is followed to the 
top scale from which the azimuth is read. 

If the altitude, or zenith distance, be known, the hour angle may be determined by reversing 
the last two steps in the procedure for finding the zenith distance. 
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The nomogram i simple and convenient, but unfortunately has one great di advantage. 
If it be made abou t 15 inche square, an accuracy in zenith distance of abou t 7' of arc is po sible. 
An accuracy of at least 2 ' or 3' of arc is de. irable for aerial navigation, and for thi accuracy 
the diagram would be inconveniently large. Furthermore, i t can not be ubdividecl, but must 
be u ed as a whole. This nomogram ha 1 0 been publi hed by Wimperis under the name 
of (( pherical triangle nomoO'ram, '26 and by Li Ltlehales as the (( Alti tude azimuth, and hour · 
angle di aO' l'am." 27 
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If Lhe asLronomical Lriangle be divided into two riO'h t Ll'iangles, a shown in Figure 19, 
the following formulas cxpres the relaLion be/;ween Lhe variou parts: 

cos (90° + D) = co {3 cos ex 
cot t= col, ex sin {3 

and cos A= co {(90 0 - L) - f3} co' ex 
cotz=cotexsin {(900 - L )-{3} 

II, i evidenL that the two set of equation are of the arne form, and thus a graphical 
repre entation of the fi r t set will al 0 represent th econd ct. Taking {3 a ab ci a and ex a 
ordinate and plot ting values of D and t, th diaO'ram in F igure 21 will be ob tained, by means of 
which the a tronomical triangle can bo solved in Lwo step . The procoelure is as follow : Finel 
the inter ection of the curves carre ponding to the given declination (D ) and hour angle (t), and 
read the coordinate ex and {3 of this point. Determine a new value of {3 according to the rela /;ion 
{3' = {(90° - L ) - {3}. Locate th e point who e coordinate are ex and {3 '. Find the azimu th (A) 
and zenith distance (z) corresponding to this point by mean of the declination and hour-angle 
curves, respectively, interpolating between the curve if nece ary . ince the diagram repre ents 
only an octant of a spherical surface, p rovision mu t be made for the solution of all a tronomical 
triangles which may be met with in practice. Thi may be done in either of two way. The 
diagram may be enlarged to show three ocLan ts, or additional graduations may be applied 
to the curve and scales, wi th appropriate rule for each ca e. The diagram wa published by 
F ave and R ollet de L'Isle in 1 92 .28 

20 H. E. Wimpcris, loc. cit. 
27 Proceedings U. S. Naval Instit ute, November, 1917. "Altitud~ , azimuth, and honr-anglc diagram," by O. W. LitLI.hales. 
"Annales Rydrographiques, 1892. "Abaque pour Ja Determination du Point a 18 Mer," by Fav6 and Rollet de L 'Isle. 
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umerical operation are reduced by the use of this diagram to a ingle addition or sub
traction, and a complete solution can be obtained in two or three minutes' time. Deformations 
of the paper have no effect on the accuracy. A scale of 2 millimeters = 10' of arc is required 
for an accuracy of I', which means a diagram about 40 inches square. This may be divided 
into heets of convenient size, but the chances for error arc thereby increased. The neces ity 
for a set of rules to determine the procedure to be employed is al 0 a disadvantage. 

Consider a phere on which are drawn the meridians and parallels properly numbered, 
and on this sphere draw the astronomical triangle ZPS. (See fig. 1.) Let this triangle be 
moved over the urface of the phere in such a manner that the ide ZP will always remain on 
the same meridian and until the vertex Z coincides with the orig in al position of P. Or, in oLher 
word, rotate the triangle over the surface of the sphere about an axis Lhrongh the rC] uator Ilnd 
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FIG. 2L-Fav~ diagram 

perpendicular to the meridian ZP. The side Z , which i the zenith dis tance, will now coincide 
with some meridian, and it length may be read off directly. The angle SZP, which is I,he 
azimuth, will have its vertex at P and its sides along two meridians. It value may thus be 
detennined directly from the graduated circles. If an accuracy of a minute of arc is required, 
such a sphere would be inconveniently large, but any true projection of Lhe sphere could be 
used instead. 

The stereographic meridian projection ha b en employed by LitLlehales/~ of the United 
States Hydrographic Office, for thi purpose. The projection is for a 12-foot sphere and, since 
it is very large, has been subdivided into 368 overlapping heets. These, together with a key 
diagram, are bound in one volume, which is rather bulky and not very convenient for aircraft u e. 
An accuracy of about I' or 2' of arc is obtainable in practically all ca e , and the procedure is 
rapid and fairly imple. 

" "Altitude, Azimuth, and Geographical POSition," by G. W. Littlehales. Published by Lippincott. 
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The Mercator projection ha been u ed in a similar manner by Commander Veate1'/o of 
the Briti h avy. The ob erver's meridian i taken as the equator of the projection, and 
rotation on the ph ere becomes translation parallel to th ob erver' meridian on the projection. 
The projection is divided into ection of a convenient size and a key diagram is furnished. 

The nomogram and diagrams which have thu Jar been de cribed ar perfectly ""ell ral 
in application and may be used for ob ervations of th sun or moon a well a the tar and 
planet. The change in the right ascension and declinations of the li:x:ed tar are very small, 
and for the purpose of aerial navigation the e stellar c ordinate IDl1y be con idered a constants 
for periods of several year. Thus a variety of diagrams i po ible for the I' duction of ob
. ervaLion of th fixed tars. A few of these are here de cribed for illu tration and because 
under certain condition. they may pl"Ove to he of vaille to ('h navigator. 
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Local idereal time and latitude are completely determined by the imultaneou altitudes 
of two star. If latitude be taken a absci sm and local sidereal time a ordinates, curve 
showing the imultaneou altitude of two given star may be con tructed, as in Figure 22.31 
From thi diagram, and the Gr enwich sidereal time as indicated by hi chronometer, the navi
gator can determine hi po ition. 0 table arc required; even the Nautical Almanac i un
nece ary. All computations, including the calculation of hour angle, are eliminated, ave 
the imple addition and subtraction required to find the longitude from the local and Greenwich 
sidereal time. uppose, for example, that on a flight in the United tates the following 
ob ervations were made: 

Altitude of Regulu , 47°. 
Altitude of Betelgeux, 52°. 
Greenwich idereal time, 13 hom 20 minutes. 

Find on the diagram the point corresponding to the given altitude, interpolating between 
curve where necessary. Read the ab cis a of this point giving a latitude of 39° (in round 
number), and the ordinate giving a local idereal time of 7 hour 30 minutes. Then ubtract 
the local from the Greenwich sidereal time, giving a longitude of 5 hours 50 minute , or 7° 

30 H. E. Wimperis, loco cit. 
" Proposed by the author. 
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30' west. Thr position, a point in southeastern Illinol , can now be plotted on the map. II" 
the ky happens to be overcast, and only one star i vi ible, two latitudes (or local sidereal 
times) may be a sum d and the corresponding coordinates found from Lhe diagram. The 
two points thus found will determine a po ition Line on which the aircraft mu t be located. 

For practical purposes such diagram hould havc an accuracy of 2' or 3' of arc. This 
may be attained by a scale of about 1 inch to 1 ° of latitude and correspondingly for the local 
sidereal time. Then a latitude range of 20° (covering practically all of (,he nited ('ates) 
would require a diagram. 20 inches in width. U ing five or six pairs of tars suitably eho en, 
diagrams would be available for all nighLs of the year over thi lati(,ucle l'ange. These might 
be conveniently placed on one h eet of pfl,per placed on rollers in a casc simi lar to the usual form 
of map case. 

Correction: +O.6mm. '--West- Local Sidereal Time 
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FIf;. 23.-Leick diagram 

The advantages of thi form of diagram are the complete elimination of computations and 
supplementary table, and the simple and very rapid procedure. The chief disadvantage lie 
in the fact that (,he diagram can be used only at night. Where space i limited, the diagram 
can be subdivided to cover a range of 10° of latitude in each roll, having a width of about 10 
inches, which i not too large for even the smallest airplanes on which its usc would be nece ary 
or desirable. 

The diagram hown in Figure 23 wa publish d by Leick 32 in 1911. Given the altitude 
of P olaris and one other star , local idereal time, and hence longitude and latitude may be 
determined. An example (given by Leick) v..,[ll illu trate the use of the diagram. 

31 Annalen der Hydrographie und Maritimen ieteorologie, Vol. 39, No.6, June, 1911. "Ein Verfahren zur Auswertung aslronomische Orts. 
bestimmungell im Ballou bei Rcbt, " by Dr. A. Leick. 
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Given: 
Altitude of Polaris = h j = 55° 35'. 
Altitude of Betelgeux = h2 = 20° 43' (east of meridian). 
Greenwich sidereal time = 0 hours 19. minutes. 

Along the left or right hand scales find h2 = 20° 43'. Follow the horizontal to the latitude 
curve L =hl=55° 35', and from this point pass vertieally downwards and find Dh = -70'. 
Then the latitude of the observer = L=h 1 +Dh=54° 25'. Now enter the left or right hand 
cales as beforo, with h2' and pass horizontally to the latitude curve L =54° 25', and from this 

point downward to the time cale, from which find the local sidereal time tx = 1 hour 32. minutes. 
Then the longitude of the ob erver=A = tx-to= 1 hour 13 minutes or 18° 15'. It is to be 
noticed that readings of the upper scales require corrections. The point on the scale as found 
by the solution should be transferred 0.6 millimeter in the direction of the arrow, and the scale 
reading of this new point i.s the required result. 

FIG. 24.-Baker navigating machine 

4. GRAPIDOAL SOLUTIONS. 

At any instant the curves of equal altitude for a given star may be considered as a system 
of circle about the substellar point as center. These circle, together with their great circle 
orthogonals, may be imagined as a network moving over the surface of the earth from east to 
we t with the change of time and slowly north or south according to the changes in declination 
of the tar. N ow if the navigator ha a map and a transparent sheet on which are plotted the 
curves of equal altitude (to the same projection and scale as the map), he can locate the sheet 
of curves on the map according to the geographical po ition of the star, and the curve COr
responding to his observed altitude will then be his po ition line. This principle has been used 
by Commander Baker 33 of the Briti h Navy in the construction of the Baker navigating machine. 
(Fig. 24.) The navigating machine is composed of a case holding a Mercator map and a tran -
parent diagram mounted on roller in such a manner that it may be moved over the surface of 

33 Transactions of the Royal Aeronautical Socioty, No.2, London. "Position fixing in aircraft during long-distance flights over the sea," by 
T. Y. Baker and L. . G. Filon. 
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the map. On the diagram are drawn the curves of equal altitudes and their great circle ortho
gonals. The westward motion of these curves i reproduced by rolling the diagram over the 
map, a line on the diagram being made to follow a certain parallel on the map. A time scale 
on the diagram can be et again t some meridian on the map, thus locating the diagram in the 
proper po iLion. The north and outh movement of the curve due to change in the declination 
of the star can not be reproduced in thi manner, since the spacing and shape of the curve 
would alter in the Mercator proj·ection. 

A single diagram suffice for a fixed star. A number of star diagrams are placed on Llw 
arne sheet, such parts as do not allow of good cuts being omitted. Thirteen diagram are 

furnished for the sun, constructed at 4° intervals in declination from 24° south to 24° 
north. The po ition line i obtained by inserting the proper diagram in the machine and 
setting the time cale again t the proper meridian. Then the curve of altitude, or the neces
sary portion of it, corresponding to the observed altitude is tran ferred to the map by the u e 
of a bit of carbon paper. If the declination of the tar differ materially from that of the dia
gram, which in general i the ca e for observations of the sun, a correction must be made. If 
the difference is Ie than 2°, a fir t order correction is sufficient, as the error will never be more 
than a minute or two. This correction i computed with the aid of a pecial lide rule attached 
to the machine. 

When the t. Hilaire method i used with M ercator charts, the intercept, or the diRtance 
between the a sumed or dead reckoning position and the position line, must be small in order to 
avoid errors due to the form of projection. About 1901 Fave 34 developed a method which is 
essentially an extension of the . t. Hilaire method, the re triction being avoided by the usc of 
the tereographic projection. A map covering about 30° of the earth's urface is employed, 
the central point of the map being also the center of projection. (Sec fig. 25.) This central 
point is u cd in place of a dead reckoning or an a urn d po ition. Tables of altitude and 
azimuths, computed for the central point, are furnished to eliminate computation by the 
navigator. 

The map is constructed on a transparent sheet of paper or celluloid. Meridians and par
allel are shown at lO-minute interval. (Figure 25 has been implified for clearne s.) A large 
circle about the central point is drawn and graduated in degrees to repre ent azimuths. On a 
separate sheet are plotted the curves of equal alti tude, at interval of degrees or convenient 
submultiple, the curve being shown a they would be' projected at the center of the map. 
A straight line, the azimuth index, i draw.n through the centers of the arcs. 

H Lhe observed altitude is the same a the tabulated altitude for the central point, the map 
is placed over the curves so that the curv corresponding to the altitude passes through Lhe 
central point. The map is then turned until the azimuth index pa ses through the proper 
azimuth graduation as determined by the table. Th position line i now properly located 
and may be Lraced on Lhe map. 

In the general case the ob erved altitude will differ from the tabular altitude, and a slightly 
different procedure is nece ary. The map i oriented over the heet of curve according to 
the tabular azimuth and so placed that the curve corre ponding to the Labular altiLude passe 
through Lhc map center. The curve corre ponding to the observed altitude would be the re
quired position line if there were no distortion in the project jon. A correction is necessary, 
which may be deLermined by means of the nomogram in Figure 26. The tabular and observed 
altitudes are found in the corresponding scales, and the intersection of a traio-ht line through 
these points with the third scale indicates the number of the curve of position to be u ed. The 
intersection of the curve corresponding to the observed altitude and the azimuth index is traced 
on the map, and then the map j moved along the azimuth index until the urve Immd by Lhe 
nomogram passe through this point. This curve is the position line ouo-hi. 

AJLitudes and azimuth for Lhe fixed sLar may be tabulaLed for Lbe central point. I1H'C 

interpolations are nece ary, Fave advo at the use of so called II graphical tahles." A 1'ec-

"Ill' Congres International d'A~ronautique, Vol. 3, 1906. "Recherches ••• Determination du Poiot co Bailon, " by Favr. 
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tangular net is drawn, the vertical line being spaced according to minutes of time on a con
venient scale. Two horizontal lines are drawn for each hour of sidereal time and graduated 
according to altitude and azimuths, respectively. Thus the interpolation can be made graph
ically, and no numbers need be written down. A single page of convenient size is ufficicnt 

Altitude at the central point (Tabular) 
a 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
1 , 1 , 1 I ! ! 11 I, , ! I I , t I I ! t ! ! tit! 1 I ! , t II I II ! rill II ! II "I!! "!!ltd,,,d!!!!!!!.! 

I I 'i I I I I I I' , I 'I i [I iii iii jlllljlllqll '1·llilililjlllqll lll 
60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

Number of curve of position 

FIG. 26.- Fav6 nomogram 

Section A-A 

FIG. 25.-Fave chart FIG . 27.-'l' he Urill instrument 

for anyone tar. ince the declination of the sun ,-arie continuously , any tables of altitud 
and azimuth would be bulky and would require double interpolation. Therefore Fave sug
gests that the diagram (fig. 21) be u ed to determine the altitude and azimuths of the un, 
and also of thc moon and planet . 
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The map, curves, and table may be u ed for any longitude provided the latitude of the 
central point remains unchanged. Fave recommends the use of five sets for latitudes of 0°, 
30°, 45°, 75°, and 90°, respectively. Later, Fave improved hi method by putting it into 
instrumental form. Instead of the sheet of curves, a special protractor and a curved ruler 
were devised by means of which the po ition lines could be located mechanically. 

The principles of the Fave method have been utilized by Brill 35 in Germany in the con
struction of the navigating instrument shown in Figure 27. A circular map in zenithal projec
tion covering about 10° of latitude is engraved on a sheet of transparent celluloid mounted in 
the frame of the instrument. Two sets of position line curves drawn on tracing linen are 
furnished. These are mounted, one above and the other below the map, on rollers, by means 
of which they may be moved acros the map. The rollers are fixed to rings which can be 
rotated about the central point of the map, and the azimuth settings are made in this manner. 
Table of altitudes and azimuths of uitable :/i'{ed stars computed for the central point of the 
map are gIven. The instrument is primarily intended for reducing the observations on fixed 

tars. 
The Voigt 36 or "Orion" instrument, shown in Figure 2 , was produced at the Motorluft

chiff-Studien-Ge ellschaft at Hamburg, in Germany. This instrument is also based on the 
ame principles a. the Fave method. Tho instrument consists of a rectangular metal frame, 

about 1 ~ inches by 14t inches, on which is mounted the map and the mechanism for obtaining 
position lines. A ci.rcular map in azimuthal projection is engraved on a sheet of aluminum 
which is pivoted at it central point. Meridians and parallels are shown at one-half degree 
intervals. The central meridian is subdivided at two-minute intervals and graduated in degrees 
of latitude and also in degrees in both directions from the central point. A scale of azimuths 
is engraved around the circumference of the map, and an azimuth index fixed to the frame 
is provided. Three maps are furnished, each covering a latitude range of 10°, the central 
points being at latitudes 42°, 50°, and 55°, respectively. The position line mechanism .is 
mounted on a bridge engaging by means of gears in two racks on the left and right hand edges 
of the frame. This bridge may be moved over the surface of the map and clamped in any 
desired position. On the bridge is a flexible metal ruler which may be set to the proper 
curvature by suitable gearing. The curvature for any position line is indicated by a circular 
scale graduated in degrees of altitude. 

The procedure is rapid and simple. The altitude of a star i measured at a given time, 
and from the tables which are furnished the altitude and azimuth of the same star from the 
central point at the time of observation are found. The curvature of the ruler is adjusted 
by setting the altitude scale to the observed altitude. The map is set to read zero azimuth. 
Then the ruler is moved until its distanc(l from the central point is equal to the difference 
between the observed and tabular altitudes, being north 91' south of the central point according 
a the observed altitude is less or greater than the tabular altitude. The map is rotated 
until the azimuth scale is set to the tabular azimuth. The ruler i now in.position for drawing 
the po ition line. A similar procedure for a second star gives a second position line, and the 
intersection of the two is the observer's position. 

The toposcope,37 a recently proposed French instrument, is almost identical with that of 
Brill. A single sheet of curves is supplied, the curves being cut through the paper so that the 
position line may be marked directly on the map with a pencil. 

Littlehales 38 of the United States Hydrographic Office has suggested the use of the American 
polyconic projection. At the center of the map, which may cover an extensive area, is d.ra·wn 
a compass diagram with radial lines to a graduated circle near the limits of the map. A series 

1.1 Illustrierte Aeronautische Mitteilungen, Vol. XIll, No. 22, 'ov. 3,1009. "Ein Verlabren zur Auswertung astronomische Positionsbestim
mungen," by Dr. Al(red Brill 

It Zeilscbrilt fur Flugtechnik und Iotorluftschiffahrt, Vol. II, No.9, May 13, 1911. "Die mechanisch-grapbische LOsung des Hohenprohlerns 
mit dem Voigtscben Instrument," by Hans Boykow. 

" Rapports du I" Congres International de In Navigation Aerienne, Vol. II, Paris, December, 1921. "Le'Toposcope,' (chercheur du Point)," 
by Vucelic. 

IS Proceedings oC tbe U. S. Navallnstitule, Marcb, 191 . "The chart as a means of finding geograpbical position hy observations oC celestial 
bodies in aerial and marine navigation," by O. ·W. Littlcbalcs 
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of concentric circle paced according to angular measure is al 0 drawn. The difference between 
ob ervcd and tabular zenith di tances i laid off in the proper direction and a traight line 
drawn perpendicular to th azimuth to repre ent the po ition lino. ince the po ition line is 
in reality a curved line, there is an error due to the u e of a traight line, which may r ach a 
con iderable value when the line is long, unle allowance i made for curvature. For the 
tran -Atlantic flight of the N C Hying boats, Littlehales prepared a imilar chart covering prac
tically all of the Jorth Atlantic Oceun.39 This chart wa drawn according to the Lambert 
zenithal projection. Tables of altitudes and azimuths and a protractor or template for drawing 
po ition lines conveniently and accurately were provided. 

FIG 28.-Voigt ('I Orion ") instrument 

5. "IECRA lCAL SOLUTIO TS . 
Seyeral instrument for the mechanical olution of 

0[" slide rule for calculating azimuth) II have been devi 

".\ Yialion, July 1, 1920. " ornc lessons of the trans·Allantic Oight," by Commodore II. C. Richardson, U. S. . 
,0 Wimperis and IIorsley" omogram" lide Rule. IT. E . Wimperis, loco cit. 
" Annalen der Hydrographic und Maritimen Mcteorologie, Vol. 38, No. 10, October,191O. "Der Azirnut tab von R. Nelting," by Dr. E. 

Kohl chiittcr. 
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one reason or another, not suitable for the purpo es of aerial navigation; and the eli cu ion will 
be limited accordingly to those in truments which appear to be practicable. 

The line-of-po ition computer 42 (fig. 29) was invented by Prof. Charle Lane Poor, of ew 
York. The computer is a slide rule based on the cosine-haversine formula (Formula III, on page 
69). Concentric circular scales are engraved on a metal disk about 1.5 inche in diameter. 
A circular sheet of transparent celluloid and an arm, each bearing a radial index line, are pivoted 

FIG. 29.-Line-of-positioo computer 

at the center of the metal di k. The arm is furnished with a clamping crew 0 that it may be 
clamped to the celluloid sheet. There are eight graduated circles, of which the inner j used for 
determining azimuths and the remaining seven for determining altitudes. The altitude cale 
j graduated at 10' intervals, but the divisions are large enough so that single minutes may 
be e timated. The instrument i sufficiently accurate and rapid for aerial navigation, but the 
number of scales is confusing and several rules are nece sary for determining the procedure to be 

" "Simplified avigatioo," by Chas. Laoe Poor. ew York, 1918. Tbe Ceotury Co. 
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employed under certain conditions. It is also rather large and would be inconvenient in a 
restricted pace. 

If the astronomical triangle be divided into two right triangles, as in Figure 19, the following 
imple formulas may be used in olving for the altitude and azimuth: 

tand 
tan Y= cos H 

II land d are the arne name, Y = (90 0 -l) + y. 
If l and dare oppo ite name. , Y = (90° - l) -yo 

where a = altitude. 
A =azimuth. 
l = latitude. 
d = declination. 
H = hour angle. 

t 11 cos y tanH 
an = cos Y 

tan a =co A tan Y , 

and y and Yare auxiliary angles. 
The Bygrave lide rule 4J (fig. 30) is all English instrument 

which solves the astronomical triangle by the above formulas . 
(The notation i that used on the rule and is shown in fig. 30.) 
The rule consists of three concentric tubes. The inner bears a 
cale of logarithmic tangents, the intermediate tube a scale of loga

rithmic cosines, and the outer tube two pointers, one for each scale. 
Complete instructions are given on the instrument itself. The 
slide rule is about 9 inches in length and 2!- inches in diameter. 
All accuracy of I' or 2' of arc is attainable in almost every ca e. 
The procedure is straightforward, simple, and rapid; and since 
there are but two scales, the chances for error are reduced to a 
ffiIDlmum. The procedure must be changed when the azimuth lies 
between 85° and 95°, when the hour angle is less than 20' of arc, 
or when the declination is Ie s than 30'. The rules for these 
exceptional cases are not involved and are printed on the instru
ment, so that no difficulties need be anticipated. 

THE REDUCTION OF OBSERVATIONS ON BOARD AIRCRAFT 

In marine navigation, a bigb degree of accuracy is essential in 
the reduction of astronomical observations. Otber factors, how
ever, are of equal or greater importance in aerial navigation. FlO. 30.-Bygravc slide-rule 

ince au:craft travel at great speeds, position must be fixed at 
frequent intervals, at lea t every hour, and perhaps even more often. Also the aerial navigatoF 
must do all of the work of navigating himseli, and he can spare but a few minutes of very 
valuable time for anyone operation. Any method, therefore, which is to be of any use in 
aerial navigation must be rapid. The element of time is of prime importance. 

Simplicity follows as a second essential. To be rapid, a method of computation must be as 
straightforward and direct as possible, with the number of operations reduced to a .minimum. 
Furthermore, the same method and tbe same procedure should be applicable on all occasions; 
tbere is no time to choose between method. Also the necessary equipment of mapa, in tru
ments, books of tables, and so on, must be reduced to the lowest terms. 

"The Engineer, Mar 3, 1922. "A Position Line Slide Rule." 

I 
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Accuracy is required, although not to the same degree as at sea. If an observation has a 
po sible error of 5' of arc and the reduction of the observation introduces another possible error of 
the same amount, the final resul t may be off 10'. An accuracy of 2'01' 3' of arc is de irable in 
aerial navigation, and a higher degree of precision i . warranted if the speed and simplicity of 
the work are not impaired. 

A further requirement is that of convenience. When space and time are limited, the navi
gator can not handle cumbersome books of tables, inconveniently arranged and requiring inter
polations for every quantity to be found. Hi tools, whether book, charts, or in truments, mu t 
not only be convenient in themselves but mu t be arranged in sy tematic order. 

The above considerations apply most particularly to airplanes. Here the time factor is 
of greatest importance and the navigatOl' works under the greatest disadvantages. Experience 
alone will demonstrate the most suitable method. It would seem, however, that the Bygrave 
slide rule is admirably adapted for the purpose, since it fulfills all the conditions of a practicable 
method. Printed forms for computation arranged to facilitate the work are a necessity. The e 
form after use may be kept as more or less permanent records of the work. 

In airships, more space is available and consequently the navigator may provide him elf 
with more equipment. It would eem that the Bygrave slide rule and printed computation forms 
would be advantageous for all ordinary purpose . However, supplementary method may be 
provided for use on special occasions, if the value of the e methods fully compensate for the 
added equipment required. Additional tables and the two-star diagrams, for example, may 
prove to be helpful. 

IX. MAPS AND ACCESSORIES 

The aerial navigator requires two distinct types of maps. His problem is somewhat similar 
to that confronting the marine navigator who has one set of charts covering rather large areas 
of the sea on which he lays out hi route and plots his courses and position lines, and another 
set drawn to larger scales presenting the features of coast lines, bays, and straits, and harbors in 
more or less detail as may be nece sary. 

Thus for the purposes of piloting, or, in other words, the recognition of his position by the 
topographical features of the country over which he is flying, the aerial navigator employs 
route maps. These are usually in the form of long strip showing an area from 50 to 100 mile 
in width from the point of departure to the destination. The route map pictuTes the di tinctive 
features of the land surface as completely as possible. On the one hand, the natural feature , 
as rivers , lakes, coasts, and mountains, are clearly indicated, together with information regard
ing forests, the elevation of the ground surface, and terrain dangerous for landing. On the 
other, raih-oad lines, highways, cities, and towns, lighthouses and beacons, and landing fields 
of all kinds are indicated. In short, the route map must show feature!! of the country which 
may aid the navigator in keeping to his course and help him to find safe landing fields for emer
gencies a well as those fields at which he wishes to land. The scales used vary; the most common 
are 1 to 200,000 and 1 to 500,000. Much work has been done with a view to the perfecting of 
the route map, but, although in everyday use, no generally recognized standard ha as yet been 
produced. 

For long-distance flights over the sea and over the land, in particular, region devoid of 
distinctive landmarks, the route map is not sufficient in itself. General maps covering larger 
area are required. These may serve everal purposes; for example, by their aid the proper 
route may be selected; on them can be plotted the course pursued as determined by dead reckon
ing and the position line found by radio bearings or astronomical observations. The route 
maps are not suitable for the e purposes, as the areas shown are too limited, the cale i unneces
sarily large, and the great amount of detail is confusing. 

To be of service in the plotting of astronomical observations, the general map hould have 
certain characteristics, and it so happens that these are convenient, if not essential, for the 
other uses to which the map may be put. The meridians should be straight lines, or very nearly 
so, in order to facilitate the plotting of azimuths. Furthermore, all great circle should be 
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represented by straight or nearly traight lines. Till property i essential, as often the inter
cept between the dead reckoning or as umed position and the position line i comparatively 
large. Finally, all angles hould be as nearly true pos ible and the scale should be the same 
at all points of the map and in all directions. Th e requirements can not, of course, be real
ized except approximately. However, there arc se 'eral forms of projection which are suitable, 
provided too great an area is not shown on one sheet, an example being the Lambert conformal 
conic projection. 

The size of heet will depend on the availabl pace. cales of 1 to 1,000,000 and 1 to 
2,000,000 are suitable, the former being preferable f r airship on which more accurate naviga
tion i to be expected. Taking the e scales for air 'p and airplane, re pectively, and includ
ing an extent of 10° of latitude and a orre poneling extent in longitude, sheet about 44 inche 
and 22 inches square would be obtained. The e are probably the maximum sizes which would 
ever be convenient, and ordinarily the area covered would have to be reduced to obtain a sheet 
of u able ize. 

The map ca e and plotting table are best combined in a case provided al 0 with space .for 
such equipment, other than ob ervn,tion instruments, as may be neces n,ry in navigating. The 
ca e would con ist of a shallow box hinged at ne of the longer edges, each half being from 2 
to 3 inche in depth and in lenO'th and breadth pI' portionate to the dimen ions of the general 
map. Thi case hould be fa tened ertically in a convenient po ition, with the hinged side 
down, so that one ection can be ,rung dowll toward the navigator to the horizontal, thus 
forming a plotting table. 

When opened the horizontal ection expo. es the general map ready for use and, if found 
desirablc, a parallel motion carrying protractor and straightedge ( imilar to the niver al 
drafting machine). nder the general map p ce may be allowed for extra map. The vertical 
ection may contain the au tical Almanac and other tables, the Bygrave lide rule, a pn,d of 

computation blanks, pencils, and plotting in truments, all in convenient order. Hooded 
lamp hould be provided for night work. 

The route map may be placed in the verti al section to be expo ed when the ca e is opened 
or in the hinged section to show tlu'ough a 'wind w when th case i closed. Till form of 
combined navigating ca e and plotting table, properly arranged, can be made to fill all the 
requirements of navigation by dead reckoning and position finding by the radiocompa as well 
as by astronomical observation . . 

X. UTILITY A D APPLICATION F THE ASTRONOMICAL METHOD 

In order to be ure of reaching hi objective the na'irigator must be able at all time during 
the £light to state hi po ition and the direction in which to travel. Theoretically this is a 
imple matter; but in actual praciice, especially in aviation, difficultie are continually encoun

tered which require great skill and judgment on the part of the navigator. There i no one 
method of navigation which is applicable at n time and which i sufficient in it elf . Each 
method available must be used as occa ion d mands. In general, navigation cons) t in the 
use of ome method gi'iring a more or less continuous record of position, supplemented by other 
methods furnishing independent determinatio f position by mean of which the results at 
hand may be checked or corrected. Thus the na'irigator proceed by piloting or dead reckoning, 
checked by astronomical observations or radio bearing . 

In piloting position is inferred by obser ations of prominent topographical feature and 
landmarks. Even here the astronomical method may often be of great value, for the pilot 
may become confused and be unable to TelocaLe him eli, or the 'iri ibility may be poor and the 
identity of an important landmark doubtful. All incident related by Russe1l 44 will illustrate. 
" Another record of the same ort may be given in Mr. Ault's words: 'The first known instance 
of an airplane pilot being informed of his position by astronomical methods should be recorded 
here. DUl'ing my ilight to Washington from Lan ley Field, eptember 23, 191 , the visibility 

.. II. N. Russell, loco cit. 
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was very poor. The pilot, Lieut. Charle Cleary, * * * asked if the river below was the 
Potomac. I had just completed drawing in position line No.5, which intersected our track at 
the Potomac River, so I was able to inform him that my observations placed us at the Potomac 
River. ' " 

Dead reckoning is the fundamental m thod of navigation, but in aviation it is always 
uncertain because of the difficul tie of ascertaining the true ground speed. Frequent check 
and corrections arc th refore neces ary, and it i the function of the astronomical method to 
supply these. At night a complete determination of position can be made by observing two 
or more stars, and thu a complete check on the dead reckoning position is obtainable. Dur
ing the daytime, however, only a po ition line can be found. But this position line will almo t 
always give valuable information and often all that the navigator require. Take, for example, 
the pecial case where the position line is parallel to the course of the aircraft. Then its distance 
from the course as laid down by dead reckoning will give the navigator an indication of the 
accura y of his dead reckoning and perhaps warn him of a change in the direction or intensity 
of the wind. imilarly, if the po ition line is perpendicular to the COUT e, the navigator can 
determine the approximate di tance he has trav led. Indeed in thi ca e the course plotted 
by dead reckoning may be regarded as a position line, and it intersection ;vjth the astronomical 
po j tion line will be the most probable position of the aircraft. The nautical method of finding 
two po ition lines hy ob ervations of the un at an interval of time uflicient to give the required 
azimuth difference an 1 then shifting the first line according to the distance and direction 
traveled in the interim i of doubtful value in aerial navigation, and it will usually be more 
satisfactory to consider the position lines separately. 

The a tronomical po ition line may, of course, be combined ;vjth one found in any other 
manner to obtain a complete determination of position. The radio direction finder i 
one method which can be u ed this way, and it promi es to be of very great value. It is 
already in constant u e in marine navigation. At the present, however, thi method has its 
own disadvantages and can not be aid to have di placed astronomical ob ervations. The 
obviou procedure i to u e aeh method when most convenient and to upplement the other. 
In time of war there might be occasions when the radio would be of little u e, due to interfer
ence by the enemy, and the astronomical method would then be of very great value. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows. 

Axis. 

Force 
(parallel 

Sym- -to axis) 
Designation. symbol. boi. 

Longitudinal. ... X X 
Lateral. ... _ .... y y 
NormaL ... _ .... Z Z 

Absolute coefficients of moment 

L 0,=-qbS 

Diameter, D 
Pitch (a) Aerodynamic pitch, pa 

(b) Effective pitch, 1)e 

(c) Mean geometric pitch, PI! 
(d) Virtual pitch, pv 
(e) Standard pitch, p. 

Pitch ratio, p/D 
Inflow velocity, V' 
Slipstream velocity, V. 

Moment about axis. Angle. Velocities. 

Designa-
tion. 

rollin$".'" . 
pitc~g ... 
yawmg ... " 

Linear Positive Sym- Designa- Sym- (com~o-direc- Angular. ho!. tion. tion. ho!. nenta ong 

L 
M 
N 

axis). 

Y----7Z roll. .... <I> u p 
Z----7X pitch .... e 11 q 
X ----7Y yaw ..... 'It w T 

Angle of set of control surface (relative to 
neutral position), o. (Indicate surface by 
proper subscript.) 

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS. 

Thrust, T 
Torque, Q 
Power, P 

(If ({ coefficients" are introduced all units 
used must be consistent .) 

Efficiency 1] = T VIP 
Revolutions per sec. , n; per min., N 

Effective helix angle cp= tan-I (2 V ) 
7J"rn 

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS. 

1 IP=76.04 kg. m/sec. =550 lb. ft/sec. 
1 kg. m/sec. =0.01315 fP 

1 lb. = 0.45359 kg. 
1 kg. = 2.20462 lb. 
1 mi.='1609.35 m.=5280 ft. 
1 m. = 3.28083 ft. 

1 mijhr. =0.44701 m/sec. 
1 m/sec. =2.23693 mi/hr. 




